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INTRODUCTION
In this paper, we give local existence results in the real-analytic category
for the non-linear partial differential equation arising from the problem of
finding Riemannian metrics with prescribed Ricci curvature. Let R be a
given symmetric 2-form on a real-analytic manifold X of dimension n3;
we seek (locally) a Riemannian metric g whose Ricci curvature Ric(g) is
equal to R, that is, we wish to solve the equation
Ric(g)=R (1)
for the metric g. When R is non-degenerate, a local solution always exists
both in the C-case and in the real-analytic category (see [3]). Here we
are interested in the case when R is degenerate, but still has constant rank.
We also impose an additional condition on R, namely, that the kernel K
of the morphism R from the tangent bundle T of X to the cotangent
bundle T* of X determined by R be an integrable sub-bundle of T. Our
main result asserts that if R is real-analytic and if the 1-jet of R at a point
x # X satisfies certain appropriate conditions, then Eq. (1) admits local
real-analytic solutions in a neighborhood of x.
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Our work on metrics with degenerate Ricci tensors began with a study
of symmetric 2-forms R for which the kernel K has rank one. In this case,
K is always an integrable sub-bundle of T. We discovered a simple suf-
ficient condition on the 1-jet of R (see Theorem 3 below) that guarantees
the local existence of a solution of Eq. (1).
Left-invariant metrics on certain three-dimensional non-unimodular Lie
groups provide simple examples of Riemannian metrics which are not
product metrics and whose Ricci tensors have corank one. Let : be a
positive real number, and let g be the Lie algebra, endowed with a positive-
definite inner product, which possesses an orthonormal basis [e1 , e2 , e3]
such that
[e1 , e2]=
2+:2
1+:2
e2+
(2+:2) :
1+:2
e3 ,
[e1 , e3]=
&:3
1+:2
e2+
:2
1+:2
e3
and [e2 , e3]=0. Let G be a Lie group whose Lie algebra is g and let g be
the left-invariant Riemannian metric on G determined by the inner product
on g. According to [9, Sect. 6], the Ricci tensor of g is diagonal with respect
to the basis of left-invariant vector fields on G obtained from the basis
[e1 , e2 , e3] of g, and its eigenvalues are &(4+2:2)(1+:2), &2, and 0.
If the rank of the sub-bundle K is greater than one, then K may or may
not be integrable. Each case seems to require a different approach; our
original proof of Theorem 3 provided substantial insight into the problem
when K is integrable and led to the results of this paper. Our analysis of
the non-integrable case will appear in a subsequent publication.
The first non-trivial examples of symmetric 2-forms R whose kernels are
of rank >1 occur in dimension three; these forms R have rank one. In
general, if a symmetric 2-form R on X has rank one, it can be locally
written in the form R=\||, where | is a nowhere-vanishing one-form
on X. Suppose that the kernel K is integrable; this assumption is equivalent
to the equality | 7 d|=0. We may then choose a local coordinate system
x=(x1, ..., xn) and a function f on an open subset U of X such that
|= f (x) dxn; thus we have R=\f (x)2 dxndxn. If g is a solution of
Eq. (1) on U, from the Bianchi identity for the Ricci curvature of g, we
obtain the relations
gnn
( f 2)
xk
=0
on U, for 1kn&1. These equalities express the vanishing of the traces,
with respect to g, of the quadratic forms Qk defined below. Since gnn can
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never be zero for the Riemannian metric g, we conclude that d| must be
zero in order for a solution of (1) to exist. This remark leads to examples
of non-existence in the case where | is integrable, but not closed. Indeed,
the one-form |=(1+x1) dxn is nowhere-vanishing on a neighborhood V
of the origin in Rn and is integrable, and the 2-form d| does not vanish
at any point of V; thus Eq. (1) corresponding to the symmetric 2-form
R=|| does not admit a solution in any neighborhood of any point of
V. On the other hand, explicit solutions of Eq. (1) can be given in the case
where | is closed (see [1, Chap. 5]). Notice that, when d|=0, the Ricci
tensor is a product; however, when n=3, since no metric on a manifold of
dimension one or two has a Ricci tensor of rank one, a metric g which
satisfies Eq. (1) cannot be a product metric.
Left-invariant metrics on SU(2), SL(2, R), and the group E(1, 1) of rigid
motions of Minkowski 2-space provide us with examples of three-dimen-
sional Riemannian manifolds whose Ricci curvatures have kernels of rank
two which are not integrable (see [9, Sect. 4]).
Any analysis of the problem of prescribing Ricci curvature must take
into account a necessary condition, which R must satisfy in order that
Eq. (1) have local solutions. As indicated above, this condition arises from
the Bianchi identity for the Ricci curvature, and only occurs when R is
degenerate. In general, it leads to examples of degenerate symmetric 2-forms
on Rn which are not Ricci tensors of any Riemannian metric near the origin
(Theorem 2.1). To a point x of X and a vector ! of Kx , we associate a
quadratic form Q! on the tangent space Tx of X at x, which depends only
on R and ! (Lemma 2.1). The obstruction to the local solvability of Eq. (1)
can be formulated as follows: At every point of X, the trace of each of these
forms Q! , with respect to a solution g of (1), must vanish. Our first positive
result states that if all these forms vanish at every point of X, then Eq. (1)
admits local solutions in the real-analytic category (Theorem 6.1); this
includes the case when R is non-degenerate.
We also assume that the space of quadratic forms Qx=[Q!], with
! # Kx , associated to a point x # X has constant dimension m, independent
of the point x. For x # X, the null-space of the pencil Qx of quadratic forms
contains Kx , and so its dimension &(x) is m.
Let (x1, ..., xn) be a local coordinate system on a neighborhood U of
x # X such that [x1, ..., xr] is a frame for the integrable sub-bundle K
of T. In terms of this coordinate system, we have Rij=0, for 1in and
1 jr; the quadratic form Qk corresponding to the section xk of K
over U, with 1kr, is given by
Qkij=&
1
2
Rij
xk
,
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for 1i, jn. According to our assumption, at every point x of U, the
vector space of quadratic forms on Tx generated by [Q1(x), ..., Qr(x)] is
m-dimensional.
If m=0, then on the open set U the tensor R depends only on the
variables xr+1, ..., xn. Thus, R respects the local product structure induced
on X by the leaves of K. In this case, if n&r3, or if n&r=2 and R is
semi-definite, then the results of [3] can be used to prove the local exist-
ence of a product metric which satisfies Eq. (1). However, as indicated by
the corank-one examples on Lie groups given above, there may be other
solutions of (1) which do not respect the local product structure of X.
Our main result can be stated as follows:
Theorem 1. Let R be a real-analytic symmetric 2-form on a real-
analytic manifold X of dimension n3. Suppose that the kernel K of R is
an integrable sub-bundle of T and that, for all x # X, the space Qx of quad-
ratic forms [Q!], with ! # Kx , has constant dimension m. Let x0 # X and
suppose that there exists a Riemannian metric g0 on X such that the trace
(with respect to g0) of the form Q! vanishes, for all ! # Kx0 . Suppose that the
following conditions do not hold:
(i) we have m=2 and n=4;
(ii) we have m=2, n=5, and &(x0)=3;
(iii) we have m=3 and n=6.
Then there exists a real-analytic Riemannian metric g solution of Eq. (1) on
a neighborhood of x0 .
In the case where m is equal to the rank of the bundle K, Theorem 1
admits the following simplified reformulation:
Theorem 2. Let n3 and 0mn be given integers. Let R=(Rij) be
a real-analytic symmetric 2-form on Rn defined in a neighborhood U of the
origin satisfying Rij=0, for all 1in and 1 jm, and
Rij (x)=R0ij+ :
m
k=1
Qkijx
k+ :
n
l=m+1
R lijx
l+O( |x|2),
for all m+1i, jn and x # U, where
R0=(R0ij)m+1i, jn , R
l=(R lij)m+1i, jn , Q
k=(Qkij)m+1i, jn ,
with m+1ln and 1km, are (n&m)_(n&m) symmetric real
matrices which possess the following three properties:
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(i) the matrix R0 is invertible;
(ii) the matrices Q1, ..., Qm are linearly independent;
(iii) the matrices Q1, ..., Qm are traceless.
If & is the dimension of the common null-space (in Rn&m) of the matrices
Q1, ..., Qm, suppose that the following conditions do not hold:
(iv) we have m=2 and n=4;
(v) we have m=2, n=5, and &=1;
(vi) we have m=3 and n=6.
Then there exists a real-analytic Riemannian metric g on a neighborhood of
the origin in Rn which is a solution of Eq. (1).
We remark that, in the above theorem, conditions (i) and (ii) imply that,
over a neighborhood of the origin, the kernel K of R is the sub-bundle
generated by [x1, ..., xm] and that the m quadratic forms
{Rijx1 (x), ...,
Rij
xm
(x)=
on Tx are linearly independent for all x in a neighborhood of the origin.
Condition (iii) says that the traces of these quadratic forms, with respect to
the Euclidean metric g0, ij=$ij , vanish at the origin. Thus Theorem 2
follows directly from Theorem 1.
Let R be a symmetric 2-form on Rn of the form described in Theorem 2.
Suppose that condition (i) of the theorem holds, but that either condition
(ii) or condition (iii) is violated. Then there may be no solution of Eq. (1)
in any neighborhood of the origin, as shown by the following examples. Let
p1 be a given integer. The symmetric 2-form
R=dx2dx2+(1+(x1) p) dx3dx3
on R3 is of the form considered in Theorem 2, with m=1, and satisfies
condition (i). We see that
Q1=\00
0
1+
when p=1, and that Q1 vanishes when p2. Thus if p=1, condition (ii)
of the theorem holds, but Q1 is definite, and so condition (iii) is violated.
If p2, condition (ii) does not hold, but (iii) is true. In either case, there
does not exist a solution of Eq. (1) on any neighborhood of the origin.
Indeed, by considering the x1-derivative of order p&1 of the first compo-
nent of the Bianchi identity, we see that a solution g of (1) must satisfy the
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relation g33=0 at the origin, which is impossible for any Riemannian
metric on R3.
In the special case when K is a line bundle, the obstruction to local
solvability described above and Theorem 1 lead to a condition, which is
essentially necessary and sufficient, given by the following result:
Theorem 3. Let R be a real-analytic symmetric 2-form on a real-
analytic manifold X of dimension n3. Suppose that the kernel K of R is
a sub-bundle of T of rank 1. Let x # X and ! # Kx . If Q! is non-zero, there
exists a Riemannian metric g solution of Eq. (1) on a neighborhood of x if
and only if Q! is not semi-definite.
We now present an outline of the proof of Theorem 1. We denote by
}k T* and S lT* the kth tensor power and the lth symmetric product of
the cotangent bundle T*. If g is a Riemannian metric on X, we denote by
( , ) g the inner product on }k T* determined by g; then Trg h=(h, g) g
is the trace, with respect to g, of an element h of S2T*. We denote by jk(s)
the jet of order k of a section s of a vector bundle. A Riemannian metric
g which is a solution of (1) must necessarily satisfy an equation
Bian(g, R)=0 (2)
obtained from the Bianchi identity for the Ricci curvature; here Bian(g, R)
is a section of T* over X. If R is degenerate, we choose a fixed complement
T $ of K in T which allows us to split this equation into two pieces. The first
one is a first-order equation which we modify by a method similar to the
one used in [3] when R is non-degenerate (see also [2, Chap. IX]). This
transformed equation can written in the form
gS Bian(g, R)=0, (3)
where g : T  T* is the isomorphism determined by the metric g and
S: T*  T is a morphism of vector bundles depending only on R and T $
whose image is equal to T $; when R is non-degenerate, S is the isomor-
phism equal to inverse of R. The second equation obtained from (2)
imposes a condition of order zero on the metric g and expresses the vanish-
ing of the traces, with respect to g, of all the quadratic forms Q! . To a
metric g, we associate the section /(g) of K* determined by
(!, /(g))=Trg Q! ,
for ! # K. We then attempt to apply the CartanKa hler theorem to the
system
Ric(g)=R, j1(gS Bian(g, R))=0, j2(/(g))=0 (4)
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of partial differential equations of order 2 for the metric g. If the quadratic
forms [Q!] do not all vanish at all points of X, this approach fails. Indeed,
by prolonging these equations, we find that a set of m additional identities
must be taken into consideration. These scalar-valued identities give totally
new obstructions to the local solvability of (1). This is quite different from
the case of a non-degenerate R, when Eq. (2) is the only further equation
which needs to be considered. We then study the new system consisting of
(4) and these new identities using the theory of overdetermined partial
differential equations of [7, 2, Chap. IX]. We shall use the notation and
terminology introduced there.
The strategy of our proof will be to construct a formal power series solu-
tion of this system, which has the special property that one of its finite jets
is strongly prolongable (i.e., every prolongation of this jet is in turn
prolongable). Then a result of Malgrange [8] asserts that these equations
admit a convergent series solution, and thus yields a solution of our
original Eq. (1). We do not apply the CartanKa hler theorem, but show
directly the existence of formal solutions, when appropriate conditions are
imposed on R.
For simplicity, we now assume that the morphism @: K  S2T* sending
! into Q! is injective and also suppose that m1. If g is a Riemannian
metric on X, we consider the sequence of vector bundles
S2T*S 2T* w
_g S 2T* (T*g(T $)) (S 2T*K*) w
&g K*  0, (5)
where the morphism of vector bundles _g is the symbol of the system (4)
associated to g, and where &g is the morphism of vector bundles determined
by
(!, &g(uvw)) =(u+v, Q!) g& 12 Trg (!, w) ,
for u # S2T*, v # T*g(T $), w # S2T*K*, and ! # K. We first observe
that the sequence (5) is a complex, because K is integrable (Lemma 4.2). If
/(g) vanishes at x # X and if T $x is the orthogonal complement of Kx , then
we prove that the sequence (5) is exact at x (Lemma 4.4). Given the com-
plexity of the morphism _g , it is remarkable that the cokernel morphism &g
can be expressed in such a simple and natural manner.
The non-surjectivity of the morphism _g leads us to our additional iden-
tities. Let x be a point of X and g0 be a given Riemannian metric on X;
since we are interested in the local solvability of Eq. (1), we may suppose
that X=Rn with a system of linear coordinates (x1, ..., xn) such that
[x1, ..., xm] is a frame for K over X. We set !j=x j, for 1 jn.
Without loss of generality, we may also suppose that g0, ij (x)=$ij and that
[!1(x), ..., !q(x)] is a basis for the null-space of the pencil Qx of quadratic
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forms, where q=&(x)m. We choose T $ to be the integrable complement
of K in T generated by the vector fields [!m+1 , ..., !n] on X; thus T $x is the
orthogonal complement of Kx in Tx . We consider the flat connection { in
T for which all the vector fields !j are horizontal. This connection preserves
K and so, if g is a Riemannian metric on X, we may consider the section
P(g)=&g((Ric(g)&R) ({gSBg R){2/(g))
of K*. A Riemannian metric g, which is a solution of (1), must also satisfy
the equation P(g)=0, which, in light of the complex (5), is in fact of first
order. However, as P arises from the lower order terms of the quasi-linear
Ricci operator, P(g) is an expression which is quadratic in the first
derivatives of g.
We now examine the new system N$2 of order 2 consisting of Eqs. (4)
together with the second-order equation j1(P(g))=0 for a Riemannian
metric g. The crucial step in proving the existence of formal solutions of
this system at x consists in constructing a 1-jet j1(g)(x) of a Riemannian
metric g at x, which is a solution of the first-order system
gS Bian(g, R)=0, j1(/(g))=0, P(g)=0 (6)
determined by our new system, such that the symbol of the system N$2 is
involutive at j1(g)(x).
In Section 6, we consider the symbol morphism _(P)g : T*S2T*  K*
of the operator P and a section |(g) of K*K* associated to a Riemannian
metric g on X. We denote by _g, l and _l (P)g : S l+1T*S2T*  S lT*K*
the lth prolongations of the morphisms _g and _(P)g , respectively, and by
g$l+2 the kernel of the morphism _g, l . For 0kn, we denote by T*k the
subspace of T*x consisting of all : # T*x satisfying (!j , :)=0, for k+1
jn, and we consider the lth symmetric product S lT*k of T*k as a subspace
of S lT*x ; for l0, we then obtain mappings
_l (P)g : S l+1T*k S 2T*x  S lT*k K*x .
If g is a Riemannian metric on X satisfying g(x)= g0(x), we give expres-
sions in terms of the coordinate system (x1, ..., xn) for P(g)(x) and for the
symbol morphism _(P)g at x. For 1sm, if Qs is the section Q!s of
S2T* over X, we verify that
P(g)(!s)(x)= :
m
j=1
|sj
g jj
x j
(x)+,s(g), (7)
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where
|(g)(!j , !s)(x)=| sj = :
n
i, k=m+1
Qsik(x) \gkjxi &
1
4
gik
x j + (x),
with 1 jm, and where ,s(g) is an expression which does not involve the
derivatives
gkk
xk
(x)
of g, with 1km.
We now suppose that Trg0 Q!=0, for all ! # Kx . We modify appropriately
our coordinate system in such a way that the new system retains all the
properties of the original one and that the bundle T $ and the connection
{ do not change. Then replacing the original system by this new one, we
construct a Riemannian metric g on X satisfying the following properties:
(i) we have gij (x)=$ ij and
Trg Q!=0, g |T $x=g0 |T $x , g(T $x , Kx)=0,
for all ! # Kx ;
(ii) the 1-jet j1(g)(x) verifies the equations
gS Bian(g, R)(x)=0, j1(/(g))(x)=0;
(iii) |(g)(x) is an element of (K*K*)x of maximal rank;
(iv) the mappings
_1(P)g : g$2, x & (S 2T*k S 2T*x)  T*k K*x
are surjective for 1kn;
(v) the mapping
_2(P)g : g$3, x & (S 3T*q S2T*x)  S2T*q K*x
is surjective.
The affine structure of the jet bundles allows us to parametrize the affine
space Ax of 1-jets j1(g~ )(x) of Riemannian metrics g~ on X satisfying g~ (x)=
g(x) by the vector space (T*S2T*)x ; in fact, if g~ is such a metric on X,
there is a unique element u of (T*S2T*)x such that
j1(g~ )(x)= j1(g)(x)+u. (8)
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We suppose the conditions (i)(iii) of Theorem 1 do not hold. The main
difficulty now resides in modifying the metric g in such a way that the 1-jet
j1(g)(x) is a solution of (6) and that the kernel of the morphism _g _1(P)g
is involutive at x. It suffices to find a Riemannian metric g~ on X, with
g~ (x)= g(x), such that the properties (ii)(v) still hold for g~ , that the mapping
_2(P)g~ : g$3, x  (S 2T*K*)x (9)
is surjective, and that the 1-jet j1(g~ )(x) is a solution of (6).
According to Eq. (7) and (iii), we see that there exists an element u of
(T*S 2T*)x of the form
u= :
m
j=1
uj dx j (dx j)2 (10)
such that any Riemannian metric g~ on X satisfying (8) is a solution of
Eqs. (6) and possesses the properties (iv) and (v). However, the mapping
(9) may not be surjective.
In order to remedy this situation, we introduce a non-zero subspace V
of (T*S 2T*)x , families of elements [w:]: # A of g$3, x , orthonormal bases
[B:]: # A of T $x (with respect to g) and matrix-valued functions [M#]# # 1
on the space Ax depending only on Qx and g(x) which have the following
properties. For # # 1, the function M# takes its values in the space of real
d#_d# matrices, where the integer d# is equal either to m or 2m. If g~
is a Riemannian metric on X satisfying g~ (x)= g(x), for # # 1 each entry
M#(g~ )ij , with 1i, jd# , of the matrix M#(g~ )=M#( j1(g~ )(x)) is equal to
a fixed coefficient (independent of g~ ) in the expansion of the element
_2(P)g~ w: of (S2T*K*)x in terms of the orthonormal basis [!1(x), ...,
!m(x), B:] of Tx , for an appropriately chosen element : # A depending
only on #, i, and j. If u is an element of (T*S2T*)x and g~ is a Riemannian
metric on X satisfying (8), we set
M#(g, u)=M#(g~ )&M#(g).
These objects have the following properties: if u is an element of
(T*S 2T*)x of the form (10), we have
M#(g, u)=0, (11)
for all # # 1; on the other hand if u is an element of V, assertions (ii)(v)
still hold for a Riemannian metric g~ on X satisfying (8) and we have
M#(g, tu)=tM#(g, u), (12)
for all t # R and # # 1. If m2, the subspace V is in fact independent of Qx .
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In Section 5, we prove a sequence of algebraic lemmas concerning pencils of
quadratic forms; the results of this section can be read independently of the
rest of the paper. In Section 7, we use these lemmas to deduce the existence
of a finite subset 1 $ of 1 and an element u0 of V such that:
(a) if g~ is a Riemannian metric on X satisfying g~ (x)= g(x), and if all
the matrices M#(g~ ), with # # 1 $, are invertible, then the mapping
g$3, x  (S 2T*x S 2T*q)K*x
induced by _2(P)g~ is surjective;
(b) det M#(g, u0) is non-zero, for all # # 1 $.
The fact that some of these determinants det M#(g, u), with d#=2m, are
squares for certain elements u # V is a crucial point which arises in the
verification of (b). Preliminary computations, which we carried out using
Maple, led us to these particular determinants and their special form.
If gt are Riemannian metrics on X satisfying
j1(gt)(x)= j1(g)(x)+tu0
for t # R, then from the relations (12) we infer that
det M#(gt)=det(M#(g)+tM#(g, u0))
is a polynomial in t of degree d# whose leading coefficient is equal to
det M#(g, u0), for all # # 1. Thus according to (b), there exists a real
number t0 such that det M#(gt0) is non-zero, for all # # 1 $. Since gt0
possesses properties (ii)(v), we know that there exists an element v of
T*S2T* of the form (10) such that the 1-jet j1(gt0)(x)+v is a solution
of Eqs. (6). A Riemannian metric g~ on X, satisfying the relation
j1(g~ )(x)= j1(gt0)(x)+v,
also possesses properties (iv) and (v). According to (11), the matrix M#(g~ )
is invertible, for all # # 1 $, and so, by (a) and property (v) for g~ , the map-
ping (9) is surjective. Then from property (iv), we infer that the kernel of
the morphism _g _1(P)g~ is involutive at x. We deduce the existence of a
metric g$ whose 2-jet is a solution of the equation N$2 and which is strongly
prolongable. This completes our outline of the proof of Theorem 1, when
m is equal to the rank of K and is 1.
We wish to point out that, when 1m3, special difficulties arise. The
cases m=2 or 3 require additional lemmas given in Section 5, which are
then exploited in Section 7. The case m=1 is presented separately in
Sections 7 and 8.
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1. THE BIANCHI OPERATOR
Let X be a manifold of dimension n3. We denote by T and T* its
tangent and cotangent bundles. By }m E, k E, and S lE, we shall mean
the mth tensor power, kth exterior product, and the l th symmetric product
of a vector bundle E over X, respectively. We shall identify S mT* with a
sub-bundle of }m T* by means of the imbedding considered in [2, Chap.
IX, Sect. 2]. In particular, if :, ; # T*, the symmetric product : } ; is iden-
tified with the element :;+;: of }2T*. If E is a fibered manifold
over X, we denote by Jk(E) the fibered manifold of k-jets of sections of E,
and by ?k : Jk+l (E)  Jk(E) the natural projection. If s is a section of E
over a neighborhood of x # X, then jk(s)(x) is the k-jet of s at x. We identify
J0(E) with E. If E is a vector bundle over X, we denote by E the sheaf of
sections of E over X and we recall that there is a monomorphism of vector
bundles
=: S kT*E  Jk(E);
if s is a section of E over a neighborhood of x # X satisfying jk&1(s)(x)=0,
then jk(s)(x) is equal to the image under = of a unique element =&1jk(s)(x)
of SkT*E.
If x # X and [t1 , ..., tn] is a basis of Tx , for 0kn we denote by
T*[t1 , ..., tk ] the subspace of T*x consisting of all : # T*x satisfying (tj , :)=0,
for 1 jk. If k=0, then T*[t1 , ..., tk]=T*x . We shall consider the mth
symmetric product S mT*[t1 , ..., tk] of T*[t1 , ..., tk] as a subspace of S
mT*x . If E
and F are vector bundles over X, we denote by
(.)+l : Sm+lT*E  S lT*F
the l th prolongation of a morphism
.: SmT*E  F
of vector bundles. We then obtain by restriction a mapping
(.)+l : Sm+lT*[t1 , ..., tk ] Ex  S
lT*[t1 , ..., tk ] Fx .
A linear differential operator D: E  F of order k determines a morphism
of vector bundles p(D): Jk(E)  F such that p(D) jk(s)=Ds, for all s # E.
The symbol
_(D): SkT*E  F
of D is the unique morphism of vector bundles such that _(D) b == p(D);
its l th prolongation is denoted by _l (D).
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If h is a section of S2T* over X, let
h: T  T*
be the morphism of vector bundles determined by
h(!, ’)=(’, h(!)),
for !, ’ # T; if h is non-degenerate, that is, if h is a isomorphism, we denote
by
h>: T*  T
the inverse of h .
Let S 2+ T* be the open fibered submanifold of S
2T* consisting of the
positive-definite symmetric 2-forms on X. A section g of S 2+T* is a
Riemannian metric on X, whose LeviCivita connection and Ricci cur-
vature we denote by { g and Ric(g), respectively.
Let g be a Riemannian metric on X. We consider the trace mappings
Trg : S kT*  Sk&2T*, Tr1g : T*S
2T*  T* (1.1)
and the morphism of vector bundles
{g : S2T*S2T*  S 2T*
defined by
(Trg u)(!1 , ..., !k&2)= :
n
i=1
u(t i , ti , !1 , ..., !k&2),
(Tr1g v)(!)= :
n
i=1
v(ti , !, ti),
({g w)(!, ’)= 12 :
n
i=1
[w(ti , !, ti , ’)+w(ti , ’, t i , !)
&w(ti , ti , !, ’)&w(!, ’, t i , t i)],
for u # SkT*x , v # (T*S 2T*)x , w # (S2T*S 2T*)x , and !1 , ..., !k&2 ,
!, ’ # Tx , with x # X, where [t1 , ..., tn] is an orthonormal basis of Tx . We
denote by S k0 T* the kernel of the first mapping of (1.1); we have
S 10T*=T*. If x # X and [t1 , ..., tn] is a basis of Tx , we set
S m0 T*[t1 , ..., tk ]=S
m
0 T*x & S
mT*[t1 , ..., tk ] ,
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for 0kn. We also consider the inner product ( , ) g on }m T* deter-
mined by the metric g.
Let
*: T*S2T*  S2T*T*
be the isomorphism of vector bundles defined by
*(v)(!, ’, ‘)= 12 (v(!, ’, ‘)+v(’, ‘, !)&v(‘, !, ’)),
for v # T*S 2T*, !, ’, ‘ # T. The Bianchi operator
Bg : S 2T*  T*
is defined by
Bgh=(Tr1g&
1
2 idTrg) {
gh=(Trg  id) * { gh, (1.2)
for h # S2T*, and the symbol
_(Bg): T*S 2T*  T*
of this first-order differential operator is equal to Tr1g&
1
2 idTrg or to
(Trg  id) *. The Ricci curvature of g satisfies the Bianchi identity
Bg Ric(g)=0. (1.3)
Let x # X and : be a non-zero element of T*x . Let V1 be the subspace
: } T*x of S 2T*x and let V be the subspace of S2T*x generated by g and V1 .
Let [t1 , ..., tn] be an orthonormal basis of Tx such that (tj , :) =0, for
1 jn&1. We denote by [:1 , ..., :n] the dual basis of T*x ; then : is a
multiple of :n .
Lemma 1.1. The mappings
_(Bg): T*x V1  T*x , _1(Bg): S 20T*[t1 , ..., tk] V  T*[t1 , ..., tk] T*x
are surjective for 0kn&2.
Proof. For ; # T*x , we have
_(Bg)(:n :n } ;)=;.
If 1 jn&1 and ; # T*x is orthogonal to :j and :n , then
_1(Bg)(:j } :n ; } :n)=:j ;.
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If ; # T*x is orthogonal to :n&1 and :n , then
1
2_1(Bg)((:
2
n&:
2
n&1); } :n)=:n ;.
For 1 jn&2, we have
1
2_1(Bg)((:
2
j &:
2
n&1):j } :n)=: j :n .
If 1 jn&1, we have
_1(Bg)(:j } :n :j } :n)=:j :j+:n :n ,
_1(Bg)((:2j &:
2
n):j } :n)=2: j :n&:n :j ,
_1(Bg)(:n&1 } :n g)=\1&n2+ (:n&1 :n+:n :n&1),
_1(Bg)((:2n&1&:
2
n)g)=(2&n)(:n&1 :n&1&:n :n).
The lemma follows from all these formulas.
Lemma 1.2. The mapping
_2(Bg): S 30T*x V  (S
2
0 T*T*)x
is surjective.
Proof. We set W=_2(Bg)(S 30T*x V). If 1i, jn are distinct integers,
we consider the element
%ij= 12:
2
i } :j&
1
6:
3
j
of S 30T*x . If 1i, j, kn are distinct integers, we have
_2(Bg)(%ij :j } :k)= 12 (:2i &:2j ):k ,
_2(Bg)(%ij :i } :k)=:i } :j :k .
From these formulas with i, j, or k equal to n, we deduce that
:j } :n : i , : i } : j :n , (:2j &:
2
n):i , (:
2
i &:
2
j ):n
are elements of W, whenever 1i, j<n are distinct integers. If 1i, j,
k<n are distinct integers, we see that
_2(Bg)(:j } :k } :n :i } :n)=:j } :k : i ,
_2(Bg)((:2j &:
2
k) } :n :i } :n)=(:
2
j &:
2
k):i .
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For 1i<n, we have
_2(Bg)(%ni :i } :n)=:i } :n : i&
1
2
(:2i &:
2
n):n ,
_2(Bg)(%in :i } :n)=:i } :n :n+
1
2
(:2i &:
2
n):i ,
_2(Bg)(%in g)=\1&n2+\:i } :n :i+
1
2
(:2i &:
2
n):n+ ,
_2(Bg)(%ni g)=\1&n2+\:i } :n :n&
1
2
(:2i &:
2
n):i+ ,
and we deduce that
:i } :n : i , : i } :n :n , (:2i &:
2
n):n , (:
2
i &:
2
n):i
belong to W. If 1i, j<n are distinct integers, we have
_2(Bg)(:i } :j } :n : i } :n)=:i } :j : i+: j } :n :n ,
_2(Bg)(%ij :2n)=&
1
2 (:
2
i &:
2
j ):j&:i } :j : i ,
and we conclude that W=(S 20T*T*)x .
Let E$ be a vector bundle over X and let
8: Jk(S 2+T*)  E$
be a morphism of fibered manifolds. The symbol
_(8): SkT*S2T*  E$
of 8 is the morphism of vector bundles over Jk(S 2+T*) defined by
_(8)( jk(g)(x), u)=
d
dt
8( jk(g+th)(x)) |t=0 ,
where g is a Riemannian metric on a neighborhood of x # X and u is an
element of (S kT*S 2T*)x , and where h is a section of S 2T* satisfying
jk&1(h)(x)=0 and =&1jk(h)(x)=u. For l1, the l th prolongation
pl (8): Jk+l (S 2+T*)  Jl (E$)
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of 8, sending jk+l (g)(x) into jl (8( jk(g)))(x), where g is a Riemannian
metric on a neighborhood of x # X, is quasi-linear in the sense of [2,
Chap. IX] and its symbol
_l (8): S k+lT*S 2T*  S lT*E$
is the morphism of vector bundles over Jk(S 2+T*) equal to the l th pro-
longation of _(8). In fact, if g is a Riemannian metric on a neighborhood
of x # X and h is a section of S2T* satisfying jk+l&1(h)(x)=0, then
pl (8)( jk+l (g+h)(x))
= pl (8)( jk+l (g)(x))+_l (8)( jk(g)(x), =&1jk+l (h)(x)). (1.4)
If g is a Riemannian metric on X, we shall denote by
_(8)g : S kT*S2T*  E$
the morphism of vector bundles over X sending u # (S kT*S 2T*)x , with
x # X, into _(8)( jk(g)(x), u), and by _ l (8)g the lth prolongation of _(8)g .
If k1 and 8= p0(8) is quasi-linear, then _(8)=_0(8) is a morphism
over Jk&1(S 2+ T*) and the relation (1.4) also holds for l=0; in this case,
for l1 the l th prolongation _l (8) of _(8) is also a morphism over
Jk&1(S 2+T*).
Our strategy for solving analytic differential equations will be to seek a
formal power series solution of finite order which is strongly prolongable.
Let s$ be a given section of E$ and set
Rk+l=[q # Jk+l (S 2+ T*)x | pl (8)q= jl (s$)(x), x # X].
We say than an element q of Rk+l, x , with x # X, is strongly prolongable
for 8 and s$ if, for any element q$ of Rk+l+m, x , with m0, satisfying
?k+l q$=q, there is a jet q" # Rk+l+m+1, x such that ?k+l+mq"=q$. If X,
E$, 8, s$ are real-analytic, a result of Malgrange [8] asserts that if there is
a strongly prolongable element q of Rk+l, x , with x # X and l0, the
equation
,( jk(g))=s$
admits an analytic solution g on a neighborhood of x with jk+l ( g)(x)=q.
The morphism of fibered manifolds
.: J2(S 2+T*)  S
2T*,
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sending the 2-jet j2(g)(x) at x # X of a Riemannian metric g on X into
Ric(g)(x), is quasi-linear and its symbol
_(.): S2T*S 2T*  S2T*
over J1(S 2+T*) is determined by the relation
_(.)g={g .
2. QUADRATIC FORMS AND OBSTRUCTIONS
We denote by L!h the Lie derivative of a section h of S2T* along a
vector field ! on X. For the remainder of this paper, we consider a fixed
section R of S 2T* over X, and we assume that the morphism of vector
bundles
R: T  T*
has constant rank. We denote by K its kernel and we remark that its image
is contained in the annihilator K= of K. It is easily seen that there is a
unique morphism of vector bundles
|: 2 K  T*
such that
|(!1 , !2)=R
([!1 , !2]),
for !1 , !2 # K. Clearly the sub-bundle K is integrable if and only if |=0.
If ! # T, we consider the element |! of 2 K* defined by
|!(!1 , !2)=(!, |(!1 , !2)) ,
for !1 , !2 # K. Since the image of | is contained in K=, we see that |!=0,
for all ! # K. Let { be an arbitrary torsionless connection in T; we consider
the section {R of T*S2T*.
The following lemma associates a section Q of S 2T*K* to the section
R of S2T*.
Lemma 2.1. The section
Q=(*({R)) |TTK
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of S2T*K* is independent of the torsionless connection { and has the
following properties:
(i) If ! is a section of K over X, we have
Q(’, ‘, !)=&12 (L! R)(’, ‘), (2.1)
for all ’, ‘ # T.
(ii) If ’ # T, !1 , !2 , ‘ # K, we have
Q(’, !1 , !2)=&12|’(!1 , !2), (2.2)
Q(’, !1 , !2)+Q(’, !2 , !1)=0, Q(‘, !1 , !2)=0. (2.3)
(iii) The sub-bundle K of T is integrable if and only if
Q(’, !1 , !2)=0, (2.4)
for all !1 , !2 # K, ’ # T.
Proof. If {, {$ are torsionless connections in T, then there is a section
L of S2T*T such that
{$!’&{!’=L(!, ’),
for !, ’ # T. It is easily verified that
(*({$R&{R))(‘1 , ‘2 , !)=&R(L(‘1 , ‘2), !),
for !, ‘1 , ‘2 # T. If ! belongs to K, the right-hand side of the above equation
vanishes, and so we see that Q is independent of {. Since { is torsionless,
according to the definition of Q we have
Q(’, ‘, !)= 12 (R([!, ’], ‘)+R(’, [!, ‘])&! } R(’, ‘))=&
1
2 (L!R)(’, ‘),
for all ! # K, ’, ‘ # T. We thus obtain (2.1) and see that
Q(’, !1 , !2)=&12R(’, [!1 , !2]),
for all !1 , !2 # K, ’ # T. Assertions (ii) and (iii) follow directly from this
equality.
If ! # K, we denote by Q! the element of S2T* defined by
Q!(’, ‘)=Q(’, ‘, !),
for ’, ‘ # T; from (2.3), we deduce that
Q!(!, ’)=0, (2.5)
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for all ’ # T. If ! is a section of K over X, by (2.1) we have
Q!=&12 L! R. (2.6)
If g is a Riemannian metric on X, using { g to define Q and the relation
(1.2), we see that
(BgR)(!)=Trg Q! , (2.7)
for all ! # K. Therefore, if g is a solution of the equation Ric(g)=R, by
(1.3) we see that Trg Q!=0, for all ! # K.
We denote by K$ the kernel of the morphism of vector bundles
@: K  S2T*,
which sends ! # K into Q! . If Q vanishes identically, that is, if K$=K, then
by Lemma 2.1(iii) we see that K is integrable.
Lemma 2.2. Suppose that the morphism @ has constant rank.
(i) A section ! of K over X is a section of K$ if and only if L! R=0.
(ii) If !1 is a section of K and !2 is a section of K$ over X, then
[!1 , !2] is a section of K.
(ii) The sub-bundle K$ of T is integrable.
Proof. Assertion (i) follows directly from Lemma 2.1(i) or (2.6). If !1 is
a section of K and !2 is a section of K$ over X, then by (2.2) we have
0=Q!2 (’, !1)=&
1
2R(’, [!1 , !2]),
for all ’ # T, and so we see that [!1 , !2] is a section of K. If !1 is also a
section of K$, then by (i) we have
L[!1 , !2 ] R=(L!1 L!2&L!2 L!1 ) R=0;
thus [!1 , !2] is a section of K$, and so (iii) holds.
Let K" be the sub-bundle of T, with possibly varying fiber, consisting of
all elements ! # T satisfying
Q(’, !, ‘)=0,
for all ’ # T, ‘ # K. If K is integrable, then according to Lemma 2.1(iii) we
see that K/K".
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Lemma 2.3. Let x # X and ! # Kx ; assume that Q! does not vanish. Then
there exists a Riemannian metric g on X such that
Trg Q!=0
if and only if Q! is not semi-definite.
Proof. If g is a Riemannian metric on X satisfying the equation Trg Q!
=0, we may choose an orthonormal basis [t1 , ..., tn] of Tx which diagonalizes
Q! . If Q!(ti , tj)=qj $ij , then we have nj=1 qj=0. Since Q! {0, this equality
implies that Q! is not semi-definite. We now prove the converse and assume
that Q! is not semi-definite. According to (2.5), we may choose a basis
[t$1 , ..., t$n] of Tx such that t$n=!(x) and Q!(t$i , t$j)=q$j $ij , for 1i, jn,
with q$n=0. Since Q! is not semi-definite, we may suppose that q$1>0 and
q$2<0. Choose *2>0 so that
*2 q$2+ :
n&1
j=3
q$j<0;
set
*1=&
1
q$1 \*2q$2+ :
n&1
j=3
q$j+ ,
and *j=1 for 3 jn. Then we have *j>0 for 1 jn, and we consider
tj=- *j t$j ,
for 1 jn. Then [t1 , ..., tn] is a basis of Tx ; we see that
Q!(ti , t j)=qj $ij ,
for 1i, jn, where qj=*jq$j for 1 jn&1, and qn=0. By the defini-
tion of the *j , we have nj=1 qj=0. A Riemannian metric g on X whose
value at x is determined by
g(ti , tj)=$ij
satisfies the required condition Trg Q!=0.
Theorem 2.1. Le x # X and ! # Kx . If Q! does not vanish and is semi-
definite, then there does not exist a Riemannian metric g on any neighborhood of
x such that
Ric(g)=R. (2.8)
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Proof. A Riemannian metric g on X solution of Eq. (2.8) on a neigh-
borhood of x satisfies the equation Trg Q!=0. Since Q! {0, by Lemma 2.3
this equality implies that Q! is not semi-definite.
We choose a fixed complement T $ of K in T. If \: T*  T $* is the natural
restriction mapping, we denote by R> the inverse of the isomorphism
\R : T $  T $*.
If R is non-degenerate, then T $=T and R> is indeed the inverse of R . If
i: T $  T is the inclusion mapping, we set
S=iR>\: T*  T.
Then the endomorphism SR of T is equal to the projection ?$ of T onto
T $ corresponding to the decomposition T=T $K. Therefore if ’ # T and
: # T* are related by
:=R(’),
then we have
S:=?$’.
According to (1.3) and (2.7), a Riemannian metric g on X which is a
solution of the equation Ric(g)=R also satisfies the equations
Trg Q!=0, gSBgR=0, (2.9)
for all sections ! of K. It is easily seen that these two relations are in fact
equivalent to the Bianchi identity (1.3).
Let g be a Riemannian metric on X and h be a section of S2T* over X.
We consider the section
L g(h)=(idg>) * { gh
of S 2T*T. From the definitions of Bg and L g(h), it follows directly that
Bgh= g(Trg  id) L g(h). (2.10)
Let L g(h) R be the section of T*S 2T* defined by
(L g(h) R)(!, !1 , !2)=&(R(L g(h)(!, !1), !2)+R(!1 , L g(h)(!, !2)),
for !, !1 , !2 # T. It is easily verified that
(!, _(Bg)(L g(h) R))=&R((Trg  id) L g(h), !),
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for ! # T; from this equality, we infer that
S_(Bg)(L g(h) R)=&?$(Trg  id) L g(h). (2.11)
Let x # X and assume that h(x)=0; then g+h is a Riemannian metric on
a neighborhood U of x and
{ g+h&{ g: T  T*T
is a differential operator of order zero on U which arises from a section of
S2T*T. In fact, we have
{ g+h&{ g=L g(h)
at x. Thus we obtain
({ g+hR)(x)=({ gR)(x)+(L g(h) R)(x),
and so
Bg+h(R)=Bg(R)+_(Bg)(L g(h) R)
at x. Therefore, by (2.10) and (2.11), we have
S(Bg+h(R)&Bg(R))=&?$(Trg  id) L g(h)=&?$g>Bg(h)
at x, and hence
gSBg+h(R)(x)& gSBg(R)(x)=&g?$g>_(Bg) =&1j1(h)(x). (2.12)
(cf. [2, pp. 405406]).
We consider the morphism of fibered manifolds
: J1(S 2+T*)  T*
defined by
( j1(g)(x))=(gSBg R)(x),
for x # X. According to (2.12),  is quasi-linear and its symbol
_(): T*S2T*  T*
over S 2+ T* is determined by the relation
_()g=&g?$g>_(Bg). (2.13)
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3. THE SYMBOLS OF THE RICCI AND BIANCHI OPERATORS
We choose a fixed complement T $ of K in T and consider the morphism
 associated to T $. Let g be a Riemannian metric on X and let
+g : (S kT*S2T*) (S k+1T*T*)  Sk&1T*T*
be the morphism of vector bundles sending uv, with u # S kT*S2T*
and v # Sk+1T*T*, into _k&1(Bg) u.
Lemma 3.1. Let x # X and g be a Riemannian metric on X. Assume that
T $x is the orthogonal complement of Kx in Tx . Then the sequences
S k+2T*S 2T* wwwwww
_k(.)g_k+1()g (S kT*S2T*) (S k+1T*g(T $))
w
+g S k&1T*T*  0 (3.1)
are exact at x for k0, and the kernel of _(.)g _1()g is involutive at x.
If [t1 , ..., tn] is an orthonormal basis of Tx such that [t1 , ..., tr] is a basis of
T $x and [tr+1 , ..., tn] is a basis of Kx , then the mapping
_(.)g _1()g : S 2T*[t1 , ..., tk] S
2T*x  S 2T*x  (T*[t1 , ..., tk] g
(T $x))
(3.2)
is surjective for 0kn&2, and the sequence
0  :2n :n } T*[t1 , ..., tr ]  S
2T*[t1 , ..., tn&1 ] S
2T*x
wwwww
_(.)g_1()g S 2T*x  (T*g(T $))x (3.3)
is exact, where :n is a generator of T*[t1 , ..., tn&1] .
Proof. According to Lemma 6.8 of [3] (see also [2, Lemma 2.11,
Chapt. IX]), the morphism
_(.)g _1(Bg): S2T*S2T*  S2T* (T*T*)
is surjective; therefore by (2.13), so is the morphism _(.)g _1()g . By
Lemma 6.10 of [3] (see also [2, Lemma 2.12, Chapt. IX]), the sequence
S3T*S2T* wwwww
_1(.)g_2(Bg) (T*S 2T*) (S 2T*T*) w
+g T*  0
is exact. To prove the exactness of (3.1) when k=1, let v be an element of
T*S2T* satisfying _(Bg) v=0, and let w be an arbitrary element of
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S2T*g(T $). By the exactness of the above sequence, there is an element
u # S 3T*S2T* such that _1(.)g u=v and _2(Bg) u=&w. Since g?$g>:
=:, for : # g(T $), by (2.13) we see that
_2()g u=&(idg?$g>) _2(Bg) u=(idg?$g>) w=w,
and so (3.1) is exact when k=0. If
{$g : S2T*S2T*  S 2T*
is the morphism Trg  id, then it is easily verified that the kernel of
{$g _1(Bg): S 2T*S2T*  S 2T* (T*T*)
is equal to the kernel of _(.)g _1(Bg). By Lemma 6.9(a) of [3], the
mappings
{$g _1(Bg): S 2T*[t1 , ..., tk] S
2T*x  S 2T*x  (T*[t1 , ..., tk] T*x)
are surjective for 0kn&2. Therefore by the preceding remarks, we
deduce that the mappings
_(.)g _1(Bg): S2T*[t1 , ..., tk] S
2T*x  S 2T*x  (T*[t1 , ..., tk] T*x)
are also surjective for 0kn&2. By (2.13), this implies the surjectivity
of the mappings (3.2) for 0kn&2. Let [:1 , ..., :n] be the basis of T*x
dual to [t1 , ..., tn] and let u be an element of S 2T*x . We have
_(.)g (:2n u)(ti , t j)=&u(t i , t j), (3.4)
for 1i, j<n, and
_(.)g (:2n :n } ;)=0, _1(Bg)(:
2
n :n } ;)=2:n ;,
for ; # T*x . Thus by (2.13), we obtain
_1()g (:2n :n } :i)=&2:n :i , _1()g (:
2
n :n } : j)=0,
for 1ir and r+1 jn. We denote by gk+2 the kernel of _k(.)g 
_k+1()g . We now suppose that :2n u belongs to g2, x . From (3.4), we
infer that u is an element of :n } T*x . The other equalities show that u
belongs to :n } T*[t1 , ..., tr] and give us the exactness of the sequence (3.3). To
prove that g2, x is involutive, we proceed to show that [t1 , ..., tn] is a quasi-
regular basis for g2, x . For 0kn, we set
g2, [t1 , ..., tk]= g2, x & (S
2T*[t1 , ..., tk] S
2T*x).
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According to the preceding results, by dimension-counting we obtain
dim g2, [t1 , ..., tk]=
(n&k)(n&k+1)
2
}
n(n+1)
2
&
n(n+1)
2
&r(n&k)
for 0kn&2, and
dim g2, [t1 , ..., tn&1 ]=n&r.
Thus, we have
:
n&1
k=0
dim g2, [t1 , ..., tk ]=
n2(n+1)(n+5)(n&2)
12
+
n(n+1)(n&r)
2
+n.
By the exactness of the sequence (3.1) at x with k=1, we see that the right-
hand side of the above equality is precisely equal to dim g3, x . Therefore
[t1 , ..., tn] is a quasi-regular basis for g2, x . By a standard argument (see
[6, Sect. 4; 2, Chap. X, Sect. 1]), from the exactness of the sequences (3.1)
at x for k=0, 1 and the involutivity of g2, x , we infer the exactness of the
sequences (3.1) at x for all k0.
4. THE EXACT SYMBOL SEQUENCES
Throughout the remainder of this paper, we assume that @ has constant
rank. We consider the vector bundle L=KK$ and we denote by ?: K  L
the natural projection. Let
/: S 2+T*  L*
be the morphism of fibered manifolds determined by
(?(!), /(g)) =Trg Q! ,
where ! # K and g is a Riemannian metric on X. The symbol
_(/): S2T*  L*
of / is the morphism of vector bundles over S 2+T* determined by
(?(!), _(/)g h)=&(h, Q!) g ,
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for h # S 2T* and ! # K, where g is a Riemannian metric on X. If u #
SkT*L* and ’ # L, let (’, u) be the element of SkT* defined by
(’, u)(!1 , ..., !k)=u(!1 , ..., !k , ’),
for !1 , ..., !k # T. For k1, the morphism
pk(/): Jk(S 2+ T*)  Jk(L*)
is quasi-linear and so, if g is a Riemannian metric on a neighborhood of
x # X and h is a section of S2T* satisfying jk&1(h)(x)=0, we have
jk((’, /(g+h)) )(x)= jk((’, /(g)) )(x)+(’(x), _k(/) =&1jk(h)(x)),
for all sections ’ of K.
From Lemma 2.3, we easily deduce the following result:
Lemma 4.1. Assume that rank L=1. Let x # X and ! # Kx . Suppose that
Q! does not vanish. Then the following conditions are equivalent:
(i) Q! is not semi-definite;
(ii) there exists a Riemannian metric g on X such that Trg Q!=0;
(iii) there exists a Riemannian metric g on X such that /(g)(x)=0.
Throughout the remainder of this paper, we assume that K is integrable.
If g is a Riemannian metric on X and : is an element of T*x orthogonal
to K =x , with x # X, then by (2.4) we have
_(/)g (: } T*x)=0, (4.1)
and we see that the equality
_(/)g g=0
at x is equivalent to the condition that Trg Q!=0 for all ! # Kx .
We choose a fixed complement T $ of K in T and consider the morphisms
S and  corresponding to T $. If g is a Riemannian metric on X, let
;g : S2T*}2 T*  L*
be the morphism of vector bundles defined by
(?(!), ;g(uv)) =(u+v, Q!) g ,
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for ! # K, u # S2T*, v # }2T*. We consider the restriction
;g, k : (SkT*S2T*) (S k+1T*T*)  S kT*L*
of id;g , where id is the identity mapping of S kT*. For k0, we
consider the morphism &g, k of vector bundles
(SkT*S 2T*) (Sk+1T*T*) (Sk+2T*L*) (S k+1T*L*)
 (Sk&1T*T*) (S kT*L*)
defined by
&g, k(uvwz)=_k&1(Bg) u (;g, k(uv)& 12 (Trg  id) w),
for all elements u # SkT*S 2T*, v # Sk+1T*T*, w # S k+2T*L*,
and z # Sk+1T*L*. Then &g, k+1 is the kth prolongation of &g, 1 . We also
denote by &g, k the restriction of &g, k to the sum of the first three factors.
From the exactness of the sequences (3.1), it follows that _k&1(Bg) is a
surjective morphism; since Trg : S k+2T*  S kT* is surjective, we see that
the morphisms &g, k are also surjective.
Lemma 4.2. If K is integrable and g is a Riemannian metric on X, the
sequences
Sk+2T*S 2T* wwwwwwwwww
_k(.)g _k+1()g_k+2(/)g
(S kT*S 2T*) (S k+1T*g(T $)) (S k+2T*L*)
ww
&g, k (S k&1T*T*) (S kT*L*)  0 (4.2)
of vector bundles are complexes for k0.
Proof. For u # S2T*S 2T* and h # S 2T*, it is easily verified that
(_(.)g u&_1(Bg) u+ 12 (Trg  id) u, h) g=0 (4.3)
and that
(g(’)g(‘), h)g=h(’, ‘), (4.4)
where ’, ‘ # T. For ! # K, from (4.3) we infer that
(_(.)g u&_1(Bg) u, Q!) g& 12 Trg (?(!), _2(/)g u) =0. (4.5)
Since K is integrable, by Lemma 2.1(iii) and (4.4) we see that
(g(’)g(‘), Q!) g=Q(’, ‘, !)=0,
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for ’ # T and ‘ # K. Therefore if ?" is the projection of T onto K corre-
sponding to the decomposition T=T $K, for v # T*T* we have
( (idg?"g>) v, Q!) g=0. (4.6)
By (2.13), we know that
_1()g=&_1(Bg)+(idg?"g>) _1(Bg),
and so by (4.6) we obtain
(_1()g u, Q!) g=&(_1(Bg) u, Q!) g .
From this equality and (4.5), we deduce the fact that (4.2) is a complex
when k=0. By Lemma 3.1, we now see that (4.2) is a complex when k=1,
and hence for all k1.
We define a morphism
#k : S kT*L*  SkT*S 2T*
satisfying
_k(/) #k=&id (4.7)
as follows. Let x # X and let [!1 , ..., !m] be a set of elements of Kx for
which [Q!1 , ..., Q!m] is an orthonormal basis of @(Kx). If u # (S
kT*L*)x ,
we set
#ku= :
m
j=1
(?(!j), u) Q!j .
Notice that #ku does not depend on the choice of the set [!1 , ..., !m] of
elements of Kx as long as it satisfies the above condition. The relation (4.7)
follows directly from the definitions of the mappings _k(/) and #k .
Let
\g : T*S2T*  K*L*
be the morphism of vector bundles defined by
(\gu)(!, ?(’))=(u! , Q’) g ,
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for u # T*S2T*, !, ’ # K, where u! is the element of }2T* determined
by
u!(‘1 , ‘2)=u(‘1 , ‘2 , !),
for ‘1 , ‘2 # T.
Lemma 4.3. Let g be a Riemannian metric on X. Then the morphism
_()g _1(/)g : T*S2T*  g(T $) (T*L*)
is surjective. If x # X and T $x is the orthogonal complement of Kx in Tx , then
the morphism
_()g _1(/)g \g : T*S2T*  g(T $) (T*L*) (K*L*)
is surjective at x.
Proof. By (2.13), since _(Bg) is surjective, so is the morphism _()g .
We may now assume that K is non-zero. We first show that
_1(/)g : Ker _()g  T*L*
is surjective at x # X. Let : be a non-zero element of T*x orthogonal to K =x
and consider the subspace V1=: } T*x of S 2T*x . Let v # (T*L*)x ; accord-
ing to Lemma 1.1, there is an element u$ # T*x V1 satisfying
_(Bg) u$=_(Bg) #1v.
Then u=u$&#1v belongs to Ker _(Bg) and hence to Ker _()g . By (4.1)
and (4.7), we also have _1(/)g u=v, and so the morphism
_()g _1(/)g : T*S2T*  g(T $) (T*L*)
is surjective at x. To complete the proof of the lemma, under the assump-
tion that T $x is the orthogonal complement of Kx in Tx , we now verify that
the morphism
\g : Ker _()g & Ker _1(/)g  K*L*
is surjective at x. In fact, let [!1 , ..., !m] be a set of elements of Kx for
which [Q!1 , ..., Q!m] is an orthonormal basis of @(Kx), and let [t1 , ..., tn] be
an orthonormal basis of Tx such that [t1 , ..., tr] is a basis of T $x and
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[tr+1 , ..., tn] is a basis of Kx . We denote by [:1 , ..., :n] the basis of T*x
dual to [t1 , ..., tn]. If w # (K*L*)x , we consider the element
u= :
m
l=1
:
n
j=r+1
:
r
i, k=1
w(tj , ?(! l)) Q!l (t i , tk) : i :k } : j
of (T*S 2T*)x . According to (4.1), we have _1(/)g u=0. Moreover for
r+1 jn, by (2.4) we obtain the equality
utj= :
m
l=1
w(t j , ?(!l)) Q!l
and therefore
(\gu)(t j , ?(’))=w(t i , ?(’)),
for ’ # Kx , or \gu=w. We easily see that _(Bg) u is a linear combination
of :r+1 , ..., :n , and so by (2.13) we have _()g u=0.
Proposition 4.1. Let x # X and g0 be a Riemannian metric on X. Sup-
pose that T $x is the orthogonal complement of Kx in Tx with respect to g0 and
that Trg0 Q!=0, for all ! # Kx . Let { be a connection in T and v be an
element of (K*L*)x . Then there exists a Riemannian metric g on X such
that g(x)= g0(x) and
( j1(g)(x))=0, p1(/)( j1(g)(x))=0, (\g {g)(x)=v. (4.8)
Proof. According to Lemma 4.3, we can find an element u of
(T*S 2T*)x which is a solution of the system
_()g0 u=&( j1(g0)(x)), _1(/)g0 u=&=
&1p1(/)( j1(g0)(x)),
\g0 u=v&(\g0 {g0)(x).
Since  and p1(/) are quasi-linear morphisms, if g is a Riemannian metric
on X satisfying g(x)= g0(x) and
=&1j1(g& g0)(x)=u,
we easily see that g satisfies (4.8).
Lemma 4.4. Let x # X and let g be a Riemannian metric on X. Assume
that K is integrable, that T $x is the orthogonal complement of Kx in Tx , and
that Trg Q!=0, for all ! # Kx . Then the sequences (4.2) are exact at x for
all k0, and the kernel of _(.)g _1()g _2(/)g is involutive at x.
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Moreover, if [t1 , ..., tn] is an orthonormal basis of Tx such that [t1 , ..., tr]
is a basis of T $x and [tr+1 , ..., tn] is a basis of Kx , then the sequences
S2T*[t1 , ..., tk] S
2T*x wwwwwwww
_(.)g _1()g_2(/)g
S2T*x  (T*[t1 , ..., tk ] g
(T $x)) (S 2T*[t1 , ..., tk] L*x) w
&g, 0 L*x  0 (4.9)
are exact for 0kn&2, and the sequence
0  :2n :n } T*[t1 , ..., tr]  S
2T*[t1 , ..., tn&1 ] S
2T*x
wwwwwwww
_(.)g_1()g_2(/)g S2T*x  (T*g(T $))x  (S2T*[t1 , ..., tn&1 ] L*x)
is exact, where :n is a generator of T*[t1 , ..., tn&1] .
Proof. Let l be an integer equal to 2 or to 3 and W be a subspace of
S lT*x ; consider the mapping
_l (/)g : (S lT*[t1 , ..., tk ] S
2T*x) & Ker _l&2(.)g & Ker _l&1()g
 S l0T*[t1 , ..., tk] L*x . (4.10)
We suppose that either l=3 and W=S 3T*x , or that l=2 and W=
S2T*[t1 , ..., tk ] , with 0kn&2. By Lemma 3.1, we see that, in the first
case, the surjectivity of (4.10) implies that (4.2) is exact when k=1; in the
second case, the surjectivity of (4.10) implies that the sequences (4.9) are
exact. Now assume that L is non-zero and consider the subspace V of S2T*x
generated by :n } T*x and g. Let v be an element of (S l0T*x & W)L*x . Then
#l v belongs to (S l0 T*x & W)S2T*x . According to Lemma 1.1 or Lemma
1.2, there exists u$ # (S l0T*x & W)V such that
_l&1(Bg) u$=_ l&1(Bg) #lv.
We set u=u$&#lv. By (4.1), (4.7), and our hypotheses on g, we have
_l (/)g u=v. Since _l&1(Bg) u=0 and (Trg  id) u=0, we know that
_(.)g u=0, and hence the mapping (4.10) is surjective. The exactness of
the last sequence of the lemma is a direct consequence of the exactness of
(3.3) and (4.1). We denote by g$k+2 the kernel of _k(.)g_k+1()g 
_k+2(/)g . To prove that g$2, x is involutive, we proceed to show that
[t1 , ..., tn] is a quasi-regular basis for g$2, x . We consider the kernel gk+2 of
_k(.)g _k+1()g . For 0kn, we set
g2, [t1 , ..., tk]= g2, x & (S
2T*[t1 , ..., tk] S
2T*x),
g$2, [t1 , ..., tk]= g$2, x & (S
2T*[t1 , ..., tk] S
2T*x).
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According to the preceding results and Lemma 3.1, by dimension-counting
we obtain
dim g$2, [t1 , ..., tk]=dim g2, [t1 , ..., tk]&(dim S
2T*[t1 , ..., tk]&1) dim Lx
for 0kn&2, and
dim g$2, [t1 , ..., tn&1]=dim g2, [t1 , ..., tn&1] ,
dim g$3, x=dim g3, x&dim S 30T*x } dim Lx .
It is easily verified that
dim S 30T*x= :
n&2
k=0
(dim S 2T*[t1 , ..., tk]&1)=
n(n&1)(n+4)
6
.
By Lemma 3.1, [t1 , ..., tn] is a quasi-regular basis for g2, x ; from the above
equalities, it follows that it is also quasi-regular for g$2, x . By a standard
argument (see [6, Sect. 4; 2, Chap. X, Sect. 1]), from the exactness of the
sequences (4.2) at x for k=0, 1 and the involutivity of g$2, x , we infer the
exactness of the sequences (4.2) at x for all k0.
5. ALGEBRAIC RESULTS ON QUADRATIC FORMS
If E is a real vector space, we denote by k E and S lE the k th exterior
product and the l th symmetric product of E. Let V and W be real vector
spaces of dimension p and m, respectively. Assume that m2 and that V
is endowed with a positive-definite inner product ( , ).
We consider the trace mappings
Tr: S2V*  R, Trl :  l V*S 2V*   l&1 V*V*
defined by
Tr h= :
p
i=1
h(vi , vi), (Trl u)(’1 , ..., ’l&1 , ‘)= :
p
i=1
u(’1 , ..., ’l&1 , v i , vi , ‘),
for h # S2V*, u #  l V*S 2V*, ’1 , ..., ’l&1 , ‘ # V, where [v1 , ..., vp] is an
orthonormal basis of V.
Let A be an element of S2V*W; we consider the element
Tr A=(Tr id) A
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of W. If ’ is a vector of V, we set
V’=[‘ # V | (‘, ’) =0, A(‘, ’)=0];
clearly the dimension of V’ is p&m&1. We denote by V$’ the subspace
of V generated by V’ and ’.
We consider the two following properties that A can possess:
(i) the equality
[‘ # V | A(‘, ’)=0, for all ’ # V]=[0]
holds;
(ii) under the natural identification of S2V*W with Hom(S2V, W),
the element A corresponds to a surjective mapping from S2V to W.
Let [v1 , ..., vp] be an orthonormal basis of V. For 1i, jp, we
consider the element Aij=A(vi , vj) of W. If Tr A=0, then we have
:
p
j=1
Ajj=0.
Condition (ii) can be restated as follows: the vectors [Aij] span all of W.
On the other hand, condition (i) implies that, for all 1ip, there exists
an integer 1 jp such that Aij {0. If [v2 , ..., vq] is a basis for V’ , where
’=v1 , clearly we have A1j=0 for 2 jq, and we see that
A1q+1 7 } } } 7 A1p {0.
Indeed, if the vectors A1q+1 , ..., A1p of W were linearly dependent, we could
find a non-trivial linear combination of the vectors vq+1 , ..., vp belonging
to V’ .
Lemma 5.1. Suppose that m2 and that the element A of S2V*W
satisfies condition (ii). Let [v1 , ..., vp] be an orthonormal basis of V. Let
1qp and Y1 , ..., Yq be elements of W. If the equalities
Y1 7 } } } 7 Yq 7 Ajq+1 kq+1 7 } } } 7 Ajm km=0
hold for all integers 1 jq+1 , kq+1 , ..., jm , kmp, then we have
Y1 7 } } } 7 Yq=0.
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Proof. If Y1 7 } } } 7 Yq does not vanish, according to condition (ii),
there exist integers 1 jq+1 , kq+1 , ..., jm , kmp such that
[Y1 , ..., Yq , Ajq+1kq+1 , ..., A jm km]
is a basis for W. This clearly contradicts our hypothesis.
Let ’ be a unit vector of V and let &1dm&1 be a given integer. We
say that ’ possesses property Pd if
A(’, ‘1) 7 A(’2 , ‘2) 7 } } } 7 A(’m&d , ‘m&d)=0,
for all ’2 , ..., ’m&d # V$’ and ‘1 , ..., ‘m&d # V. Let [v1 , ..., vp] be an ortho-
normal basis of V, with v1=’. Set q=dim V’+1; if q2, suppose that
[v2 , ..., vq] is a basis of V’ . Then ’ possesses property Pd if and only if the
relations
A1k1 7 Ai2k2 7 } } } 7 Aim&d km&d=0
hold for all 1i2 , ..., im&dq and 1k1 , ..., km&dp. Clearly, property Pd
implies that qp&m+d+1. We remark that property P&1 always holds,
since W is m-dimensional.
Lemma 5.2. Suppose that m2 and p2 and that the element A of
S2V*W satisfies condition (ii). Let ’ be a unit vector of V which possesses
property P0 . If either V$’=V, or if dim V$’= p&1 and Tr A=0, then we
have
A(’, ‘)=0,
for all ‘ # V.
Proof. Let [v1 , ..., vp] be an orthonormal basis of V, with v1=’; we set
Ajr=A(vj , vr). We shall show that our hypotheses imply that
A1k 7 Aj2 l2 7 } } } 7 A jmlm=0, (5.1)
for all 1k, j2 , l2 , ..., jm , lmp. By Lemma 5.1, from these relations we
infer that A1k=0, for 1kp, which is the desired conclusion. First, if
V’=V, then property P0 for ’ tells us that (5.1) holds. On the other hand,
if dim V$’= p&1 and [v1 , ..., vp&1] is a basis of V$’ , then property P0
implies that (5.1) holds for all 1k, l2 , ..., lmp and 1 j2 , ..., jmp&1.
If moreover Tr A=0, then we have App=& p&1j=1 Ajj , and so in this case
(5.1) is also true.
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If : # V* and ; # 2 V*, we define elements E(:) of V*W and F(;) of
V*V*W by
E(:)=(Tr1  id)(:A), F(;)(’1 , ’2)=(Tr2  id)(;A)(’2 , ’1),
for ’1 , ’2 # V. Let [v1 , ..., vp] be an orthonormal basis of V. For 1i, jp,
we write :i=:(vi) and ;ij=;(vi , vj); then the elements E(:) i=E(:)(v i) and
F(;) ij=F(;)(vi , vj) of W are given by
E(:) i= :
p
k=1
:k Aik , F(;) ij= :
p
k=1
;jk Aik .
Let al , bl be given real numbers, with l=1, 2, 3; for ; # 2 V*, we define
elements Fl (;) of V*V*W by
Fl (;)(!, ’)=al F(;)(!, ’)+blF(;)(’, !)
for !, ’ # V, and, for 1i, jp and l=1, 2, 3, we set
Fl (;) ij=Fl (;)(vi , vj).
For ;1 , ..., ;r # 2 V* and 1i0 , i1 , ..., irp, we consider the elements
8$(;1 , ..., ;r ; vi0 , vi1 , ..., vir)=F(;1) i0i1 7 F1(;2) i0i2 7 } } } 7 F1(;r)i0 ir ,
8"(;1 , ..., ;r ; vi0 , vi1 , ..., vir)=F3(;1)i0 i1 7 F1(;2)i0 i2 7 } } } 7F1(;r)i0 ir ,
8(;2 , ..., ;r ; vi0 , vi2 , ..., vir)=F(;2) i0 i2 7 F(;2) i2 i0 7 F1(;3)i0 i37 } } } 7F1(;r) i0 ir
of r W; if i1=i2 and ;1=;2 , we see that
8$(;2 , ;2 , ..., ;r ; vi0 , vi2 , vi2 , ..., vir )=b18(;2 , ..., ;r ; vi0 , vi2 , ..., vir),
8"(;2 , ;2 , ..., ;r ; vi0 , vi2 , vi2 , ..., vir )=(a3b1&a1b3) 8(;2 , ..., ;r ; vi0 , vi2 , ..., vir ).
Lemma 5.3. Suppose that m2 and p2. Let a1 , b1 be given non-zero
real numbers. Let ’ be a unit vector of V for which V’ is non-zero. Let
[v1 , ..., vp] be an orthonormal basis of V, with v1=’; suppose that
[v2 , ..., vq] is a basis for V’ , where 2qp. Then the following conditions
are equivalent:
(a) For all ;2 , ..., ;m # 2 V* and all integers 2i2 , ..., imq, the
element
8(;2 , ..., ;m ; v1 , vi2 , ..., v im) (5.2)
of m W vanishes.
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(b) The equalities
A1k1 7 Aik2 7 Aj3k3 7 } } } 7 A jm km=0
hold for all 2iq, 1k1 , ..., kmp and 1 j3 , ..., jmq.
Proof. For 2i2 , ..., imq, we view the expression (5.2), where
;2 , ..., ;m are elements of 2 V*, as a polynomial in the variables ;l, ij=
;l (vi , vj), where i{ j, with coefficients in m W. The vanishing of this poly-
nomial is equivalent to the vanishing of all its coefficients and hence, since
A1i2=0 and a1 , b1 {0, to the relations
A1k 7 Ai2l 7 Y3 7 } } } 7 Ym=0,
for all 1k, lp, where Yj is equal either to A1lj , A ij lj or b1Aij ij&a1 A11 ,
with 1ljp and lj {1, ij , for 3 jm. Since the integers 2i3 , ..., imq
are arbitrary, the equivalence of conditions (a) and (b) is a consequence of
the preceding observation.
Lemma 5.4. Suppose that m2 and p2. Let a1 , b1 , a3 , b3 be given
real numbers satisfying a1 , a3 {0. Let ’ be a unit vector of V for which V’
is non-zero. Let [v1 , ..., vp] be an orthonormal basis of V, with v1=’;
suppose that [v2 , ..., vq] is a basis for V’ , where 2qp. Assume that
condition (b) of Lemma 5.3 holds. Let 2i1 , ..., imq be given integers.
Suppose that, for all vectors ;1 , ..., ;m of 2 V*, one of the two elements
8$(;1 , ..., ;m ; v1 , vi1 , ..., v im), 8"(;1 , ..., ;m ; v1 , vi1 , ..., vim) (5.3)
of m W vanishes. Then ’ possesses property P0 .
Proof. If ;2 , ..., ;m are elements of 2 V*, we write
P(;2 , ..., ;m)=F1(;2)1i2 7 } } } 7 F1(;m)1im .
If ;1 # 2 V*, then we have
8$(;1 , ..., ;m ; v1 , vi1 , ..., vim)= :
p
k=1
;i1kA1k 7 P(;2 , ..., ;m),
8"(;1 , ..., ;m ; v1 , v i1 , ..., vim )=a3 8$(;1 , ..., ;m ; v1 , vi1 , ..., vim)
+b3 :
p
k=1
;1kAi1k 7 P(;2 , ..., ;m),
where ;ij=;1(vi , v j). For fixed ;2 , ..., ;m # 2 V*, we view the expression
8$(;1 , ..., ;m ; v1 , vi1 , ..., v im)8"(;1 , ..., ;m ; v1 , v i1 , ..., vim),
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where ;1 is an element of 2 V*, as a polynomial in the variables ;ij=
;1(vi , vj), with i{ j, with coefficients in m Wm W. Our hypotheses
imply that this polynomial vanishes identically; in particular, this means
that the coefficient of ;2i1k in its expansion vanishes, where k{1, i1 . It is
easily seen that this coefficient is equal to
a3(A1k 7 P(;2 , ..., ;m)) (A1k 7 P(;2 , ..., ;m)).
Since a3 {0, we therefore obtain the equality
A1k 7 P(;2 , ..., ;m)=0, (5.4)
for all q+1kp and ;2 , ..., ;m # 2 V*. We now view the left-hand side
of (5.4), where ;2 , ..., ;m # 2 V*, as a polynomial in the variables
;l, ij=; l (vi , vj), with 2lm and i{ j, with coefficients in m W. Since
a1 {0, from the vanishing of the coefficients of this polynomial we deduce
the relations
A1k 7 Y2 7 } } } 7 Ym=0,
for all q+1kp, where the vector Yj of W is equal either to A1lj or
b1 Aij ij&a1A11 , with 1ljp and lj {1, i j , for 2 jm. By condition (b)
of Lemma 5.3, we see that these equalities imply that
A1k1 7 } } } 7 A1km=0,
for all integers 1k1 , ..., kmp. From condition (b) of Lemma 5.3, we
deduce that ’ possesses property P0 .
We consider the following property which a unit vector ’ of V might
possess:
(A) The space V’ is non-zero, and, if [v1 , ..., vp] is an orthonormal
basis of V for which v1=’ and [v2 , ..., vq] is a basis of V’ , where 2qp,
there exist integers 2i1 , ..., imq and elements ;1 , ..., ;m of 2 V* such
that the two elements (5.3) of m W do not vanish.
Lemma 5.5. Suppose that m2 and p3. Let a1 , b1 , a3 , b3 be given
real numbers satisfying a1 , b1 , a3 {0, and a3 b1&a1 b3 {0. Assume that the
element A of S2V*W satisfies conditions (i) and (ii) and Tr A=0. Let ’
be a unit vector of V for which dim V’p&2. Then ’ possesses property (A).
Proof. Assume that the assertion of the lemma is not true. According to
Lemma 5.3, we easily see that the hypotheses of Lemma 5.4 hold. Thus ’
possesses property P0 ; then by Lemma 5.2, we deduce that A(’, ‘)=0, for
all ‘ # V, which contradicts condition (i).
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Lemma 5.6. Let d, r0 be given integers and Y be an element of r W.
Assume that the element A of S 2V*W satisfies Tr A=0. Let [v1 , ..., vp]
be an orthonormal basis of V. Suppose that, for all integers 2i1 , ..., idp
and all vectors :1 , ..., :d of V*, the element
Y 7 E(:1) i1 7 } } } 7 E(:d) id (5.5)
of r+d W vanishes. Then we have
Y 7 Aj1k1 7 } } } 7 A jdkd=0, (5.6)
for all integers 1 j1 , k1 , ..., jd , kdp. If moreover A satisfies condition (ii)
and Y is a decomposable element of r W, with r1, then Y vanishes.
Proof. We view the expression (5.5), where :1 , ..., :d are elements of
V*, as a polynomial in the variables :l, j=:l (vj), with coefficients in
r+d W. For 1k1 , ..., kdp, the coefficient of :1, k1 } } } :d, kd in this poly-
nomial is equal to
Y 7 Ai1k1 7 } } } 7 A idkd .
Thus the vanishing of these coefficients implies that (5.6) holds for all
integers 2i1 , ..., idp and 1k1 , ..., kdp. Since A11=& pj=1 Ajj , the
equality (5.6) is always true. If A satisfies condition (ii) and Y is a decom-
posable element of r W, where r1, the vanishing of Y is a consequence
of Lemma 5.1.
Lemma 5.7. Suppose that m2 and p2. Assume that the element A of
S2V*W satisfies condition (ii) and Tr A=0. Let [v1 , ..., vp] be an
orthonormal basis of V. Then there exist integers 2i1 , ..., imp and vectors
:1 , ..., :m of V* such that the element
E(:1) i1 7 } } } 7 E(:m) im (5.7)
of m W does not vanish.
Proof. We suppose that the elements (5.7) of m W vanish for all
integers 2i1 , ..., imp and all vectors :1 , ..., :m of V*. According to
Lemma 5.6, with Y=1 and d=m, we see that
Aj1k1 7 } } } 7 Ajm km=0,
for all integers 1 j1 , k1 , ..., jm , kmp. This clearly contradicts condition (ii).
Lemma 5.8. Let r0 be a given integer and Y be an element of r W.
Let [v1 , ..., vp] be an orthonormal basis of V.
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(i) Let 1qp be a given integer. Suppose that, for all integers
qi, jp and all vectors : of V*, the element
Y7 E(:) i 7 E(:) j (5.8)
of r+2 W vanishes. Then we have
Y7 Aij 7 Akl=0,
for all qi, j, k, lp.
(ii) Let d1 be a given integer. Suppose that, for all integers
2i1 , ..., idp and all vectors : of V*, the element
Y 7 E(:) i1 7 } } } 7 E(:) id (5.9)
of r+d W vanishes. Then we have
Y 7 A1i1 7 } } } 7 A1id=0,
for all integers 2i1 , ..., idp.
Proof. (i) We suppose that the elements (5.8) of r+2 W vanish for
all vectors : of V* and all integers qi, jp. For 1i, jp, and : # V*,
we have
E(:) i 7 E(:) j= 12 :
p
k, l=1
(A ik 7 Ajl+A il 7 A jk) :k: l .
Thus if we view the expression (5.8), where : # V*, as a polynomial in the
variables :k=:(vk) with coefficients in r+2 W, we easily see that our
assumption is equivalent to the relations
Y7 (Aik 7 Ajl+Ail 7 Ajk)=0,
for all 1k, lp and qi, jp. Therefore, for qi, j, k, lp, we have
Y 7 Aij 7 Akl=&Y 7 Ail 7 Ajk=Y 7 Aik 7 Ajl=&Y 7 Aij 7 Akl .
From these equalities, we deduce the desired conclusion.
(ii) We suppose that the elements (5.9) of 2 W vanish for all
integers 2i1 , ..., idp and all vectors : of V*. If we view the expression
(5.9), where : # V*, as a polynomial in the variables :k=:(vk) with coef-
ficients in r+d W, the coefficient of :d1 is equal to
Y 7 A1i1 7 } } } 7 A1id .
Since this coefficient vanishes, we obtain assertion (ii).
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Lemma 5.9. Suppose that m=2 and p2. Assume that the element A of
S2V*W satisfies condition (ii). Let [v1 , ..., vp] be an orthonormal basis
of V. Then there exist distinct integers 1i, jp and a vector : of V* such
that the element
E(:)i 7 E(:) j (5.10)
of 2 W does not vanish.
Proof. We suppose that the elements (5.10) of 2 W vanish for all
vectors : of V* and all integers 1i, jp. According to Lemma 5.8(i)
with q=1, we know that the equality
Aij 7 Akl=0 (5.11)
holds for all integers 1i, j, k, lp. Since m=2, this clearly contradicts
condition (ii).
Lemma 5.10. Suppose that m=3. Assume that the element A of S2V*W
satisfies condition (ii) and Tr A=0. Let [v1 , ..., vp] be an orthonormal basis
of V. Then there exist integers 2i1 , i2 , i3p and vectors :1 , :2 of V* such
that the element
E(:1) i1 7 E(:1) i2 7 E(:2) i3 (5.12)
of 3 W does not vanish.
Proof. We suppose that the elements (5.12) of 3 W vanish for all
integers 2i1 , i2 , i3p and all vectors :1 , :2 of V*. By Lemma 5.6 and
condition (ii), we obtain the equality
E(:) i1 7 E(:) i2=0,
for all integers 2i1 , i2p and all vectors : of V*. According to
Lemma 5.8, we deduce that
A1i1 7 A1i2=Aij 7 Akl=0,
for all integers 2i1 , i2 , i, j, k, lp. Since A11=& pj=2 Ajj , these last
relations imply that the subspace of W generated by the vectors Aij , with
1i, jp, is of dimension 2; this contradicts condition (ii).
Lemma 5.11. Suppose that m4 and p3. Assume that the element A
of S 2V*W satisfies condition (ii) and Tr A=0. Let [v1 , ..., vp] be an
orthonormal basis of V. If either m=4 and dim Vv1<p&2 or if m5, then
there exist integers 2i1 , ..., imp and a system [:1 , ..., :m] of vectors of
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V*, where at most m&2 of these vectors are distinct, such that the element
(5.7) of m W does not vanish.
Proof. We suppose that the elements
E(:1) i1 7 E(:1) i2 7 E(:1) i3 7 E(:4) i4 7 } } } 7 E(:m) im ,
E(:1) i1 7 E(:1)i2 7 E(:2) i3 7 E(:2) i4 7 E(:5) i5 7 } } } 7 E(:m) im
of m W vanish for all vectors :1 , :2 , :4 , ..., :m of V* and all integers
2i1 , ..., imp. We denote by W$ the subspace of W generated by the
vectors Aij , with 1i, jp. By Lemmas 5.6 and 5.8(ii) and condition (ii),
we obtain the equalities
A1i1 7 A1i2 7 A1i3=0, E(:1) i1 7 E(:1) i2 7 E(:2) i3 7 E(:2) i4=0,
(5.13)
for all integers 2i1 , i2 , i3 , i4p and all vectors :1 , :2 of V*. According to
Lemma 5.8, from the second equalities of (5.13) we infer that
A1i1 7 A1i2 7 Ai3 j3 7 Ai4 j4=Ai1 j1 7 A i2 j2 7 Ai3 j3 7 A i4 j4=0, (5.14)
for all integers 2i1 , j1 , ..., i4 , j4p. First, suppose that there exist
integers 2i1 , i2p such that A1i1 7 A1i2 {0; this assumption is equiv-
alent to the fact that the dimension of Vv1 is <p&2. Then if there are
integers 2i, jp such that A1i1 7 A1i2 7 A ij {0, since A11=&
p
k=2 Akk ,
according to (5.13) and (5.14) the vectors A1i1 , A1i2 , Aij generate the sub-
space W$. Since m4, this clearly contradicts condition (ii). On the other
hand, if A1i1 7 A1i2 7 Aij=0, for all 2i, jp, then by (5.13) the subspace
W$ is of dimension 2, which again contradicts condition (ii). By (5.14),
we know that the subspace of W generated by the vectors Aij , with 2i,
jp, is of dimension 3. If the relation A1i1 7 A1i2=0 holds for all
integers 2i1 , i2p, it follows that the subspace W$ is of dimension 4.
Thus when m5, we obtain a contradiction.
If | is an element of W*, we consider the element A| of S2V* deter-
mined by
A|(’1 , ’2)=(A(’1 , ’2), |) ,
for ’1 , ’2 # V. If | is non-zero and [v1 , ..., vp] is an orthonormal basis of
V which diagonalizes the quadratic form A| , then we remark that the
dimension of Vvi is p&m, for all 1ip.
Lemma 5.12. Suppose that m=3 and p5. Let a2 , b2 be given real
numbers satisfying a2>0, b20. Assume that the element A of S2V*W
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satisfies condition (ii) and Tr A=0. Let | be a non-zero element of W* and
let [v1 , ..., vp] be an orthonormal basis of V which diagonalizes A| ; for
1 jp, we set Vj=Vvj . Assume that for all integers 2i1 , i2 , jp, for all
vectors ‘ of Vj orthogonal to v1 , and for all vectors ; of 2 V* and : of V*,
the elements
E(:) i1 7 E(:) i2 7 F2(;)(vj , ‘) (5.15)
of 3 W vanish. If the vector ’=v1 possesses property P0 , then the dimen-
sion of V1 is p&2.
Proof. Assume that ’=v1 possesses property P0 and that the dimension
of V1 is <p&2. Since the basis [v1 , ..., vp] diagonalizes the quadratic form
A| , we know that dim Vip&32, for 2ip. Thus the dimension of
V1 is equal to p&3 and there exist integers 2i1 , i2p such that
Y=A1i1 7 A1i2 {0. Let 2 jp be a given integer; then there exists a unit
vector ‘ of Vj orthogonal to v1 . According to Lemma 5.8(ii), our hypo-
theses imply that
Y7 F2(;)(vj , ‘)=0, (5.16)
for all ; # 2 V*. We first choose an orthonormal basis [v$1 , ..., v$p] of V,
with v$1=vj and v$2=‘ and view the left-hand side of (5.16) as a polynomial
in the variables ;$kl=;(v$k , v$l), where k{l, with coefficients in m W; the
coefficient of ;$2l , with 3lp, in its expansion is equal to
a2 Y 7 A(vj , v$l).
Since a2 is non-zero and A(vj , v$2)=0, the vanishing of this coefficient
implies that
Y 7 Ajl=0, (5.17)
for all integers 1lp different from j. Since the integer 2 jp was
arbitrary, we see that (5.17) holds for all integers 2 jp and 1lp,
with j{l. Set d= p&41 and let 2 j1 , ..., jdp be distinct integers.
There exists a unit vector != pl=2 clvl of V1 orthogonal to vj1 , ..., v jd . Since
’ possesses property P0 , we know that
Y 7 A(!, vl)=0,
for all 1lp. By (5.17), the preceding equalities imply that
cl Y 7 All=0,
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for all 2lp. Hence, since ! is a unit vector, these relations give us an
integer 2kp different from j1 , ..., jd such that
Y 7 Akk=0.
Since the integers 2 j1 , ..., jdp can be arbitrary, from this last fact we
deduce the existence of d+1 distinct integers 2l1 , ..., ld+1p such that
Y 7 Ali li=0,
for 1id+1. Without loss of generality, we may suppose that li=i+1,
for 1ip&3. As ’ possesses property P0 , we have Y 7 A11=0. There-
fore, the equality
Y 7 All=0 (5.18)
holds for 1lp&2. We may write ‘= pl=2 c$lvl , where c$j=0. We now
view the left-hand side of (5.16) as a polynomial in the variables ;kl=
;(vk , vl), where k{l, with coefficients in m W; by (5.17), the coefficient of
;jl , with 2lp and l{ j, is equal to
c$l Y7 (b2All&a2A jj).
Since ! is a unit vector, the vanishing of these coefficients gives us an
integer 2kp different from j such that
Y 7 (a2Ajj&b2Akk)=0.
Since a2 {0, the previous observation, with j= p&1, and the relations
(5.18) tell us that either Y 7 Ap&1, p&1=0 or that
Y7 (a2Ap&1, p&1&b2App)=0.
Since Tr A=0, by (5.18) we see that
Y 7 (Ap&1, p&1+App)=0.
Since a2>0 and b20, from these relations we deduce that (5.18) holds for
all 1lp and hence that (5.17) is true for all 1 j, lp. By condition
(ii) and Lemma 5.1, it follows that Y=0, which is a contradiction.
Lemma 5.13. Suppose that m=3 and p5. Let al , bl be given real
numbers, with l=1, 2, 3, satisfying a1 , b1 , a3 {0, a2>0, b20, and a3b1&
a1 b3 {0. Assume that the element A of S 2V*W satisfies conditions (i)
and (ii) and Tr A=0. Let | be a non-zero element of W* and let [v1 , ..., vp]
be an orthonormal basis of V which diagonalizes A| ; for 1 jp, we set
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Vj=Vvj . Then either the vector v1 possesses property (A) or the following
assertion holds: there exist integers 2i1 , i2 , jp, a vector ‘ of Vj ortho-
gonal to v1 , and vectors ; of 2 V* and : of V* such that the element (5.15)
of 3 W does not vanish.
Proof. Assume that the assertion of the lemma is not true. According to
Lemma 5.5, we must have dim V1<p&2. Also according to Lemma 5.3,
the hypotheses of Lemma 5.4 hold. Thus ’ has property P0 . Lemma 5.12
now implies that dim V1p&2; we thus obtain a contradiction.
We identify S lV* with a subspace of the l th tensor product }l V* of
V* and we consider the inner product ( , ) on }2 V* induced by the
inner product ( , ) of V. If ; # 2 V* and h # S 2V*, we consider the
element (F(;), h) of W obtained from F(;) and h via the inner product
on }2 V*.
If ’ is a vector of V, we consider the subspace
H’={h # S2V* } Tr h=h(’, ‘)=0,(h, A|)=0,
for all ‘ # V,
for all | # W*=
of S2V*.
Lemma 5.14. Suppose that m=3 and p=4. Let a1 , b1 be given real
numbers, with a1 {0. Assume that the element A of S 2V*W satisfies
condition (ii) and Tr A=0. Let ’ be a unit vector of V for which V’ is non-
zero. Assume that, for all vectors ‘ of V’ , for all elements h of H’ and for
all vectors ;1 , ;2 , ;3 of 2 V*, the element
F1(;1)(’, ‘) 7 F1(;2)(’, ‘) 7 (F(;3), h) (5.19)
of 3 W vanishes. If the vector ’ possesses property P0 , then the dimension
of V’ is 2.
Proof. Assume that ’ possesses property P0 and that V’ is one-dimen-
sional. Let [v1 , ..., v4] be an orthonormal basis of V, for which v1=’ and
v2 is a generator of V’ . Then we know that Y=A13 7 A14 {0. From
property P0 of ’, we obtain the relations
A1k1 7 Ai2k2 7 Ai3k3=0, (5.20)
for all integers 1i1 , i22 and 1k1 , k2 , k34. From the condition
Tr A=0, it therefore follows that
Y7 (A33+A44)=0. (5.21)
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We now consider a relation of the form
c1A33+c2A34+ :
4
i=2
di A2i=0, (5.22)
with cj , di # R and d2=&c1 . The element h of S 2V* determined by
h(vj , vl)=hjl , where h33=c1 , h34=c2 , h2i=di for 2i4 and hjl=0 when
1 jl4 and ( jl ){(33), (34), or (2i), with 2i4, belongs to H’ . We
view the expression (5.19), where ;1 , ;2 , ;3 # 2 V*, as a polynomial in
the variables ; l, ij=; l (v i , vj), with i{ j, with coefficients in 3 W. Our
hypotheses imply that the coefficients of ;1, 23 ;2, 24 ;3, 34 and ;1, 23;2, 24;3, 2j ,
with j=3, 4, in its expansion vanish; thus by (5.20), since a1 {0, we obtain
the equalities
Y7 (c2(A33&A44)&c1A34)=0
and
Y 7\ :
4
i=2
diA3i+=Y 7\ :
4
i=2
diA4i+=0. (5.23)
From the relations (5.22) and (5.20), we infer that
Y 7 (c1 A33+c2A34)=0.
The determinant of the matrix
1 1 0
\c1 0 c2 +c2 &c2 &c1
is equal to c21+2c
2
2 . Therefore whenever c
2
1+c
2
2 {0, according to the
preceding relations and (5.21), we obtain the equalities
Y 7 A33=Y 7 A34=Y 7 A44=0. (5.24)
Thus if c21+c
2
2 {0, by (5.20) we have
Y 7 Ajl=0, (5.25)
for all 1 j, l4, and so, by condition (ii) and Lemma 5.1, we see that
Y=0; this leads to a contradiction. Now suppose that the space Vv2 is one-
dimensional. Then we have A23 7 A24 {0; by (5.20), we see that A23 7 A24
is a multiple of Y and hence we may write
A22=aA23+bA24 , (5.26)
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where a2+b2=1. If A34 7 A23 7 A24=0, then we have a relation of the
form
A34=c$1A23+c$2A24 ;
from the preceding discussion, we obtain a contradiction. On the other
hand, if A34 7 A23 7 A24 {0, then we can write
A33=c"1 A34+c"2A23+c"3A24 ,
and by (5.26) we obtain the relation
A33=c"1 A34+A22+(c"2&a) A23+(c"3&b) A24 ;
once again the preceding discussion leads us to a contradiction. Thus we
know that the dimension of the space Vv2 is 2 and we may assume
without loss of generality that the orthonormal basis [v1 , ..., v4] of V is
chosen in such a way that A23=0. Then the relation (5.22) holds with
c1=c2=d1=d2=0 and d3=1; by (5.23) and (5.21), we see that (5.24)
holds. From (5.20), we obtain the equalities (5.25), which by condition (ii)
and Lemma 5.1 lead us to a contradiction.
Lemma 5.15. Suppose that m=3 and p=4. Let a1 , b1 , a3 , b3 be given
real numbers satisfying a1 , b1 , a3 {0 and a3 b1&a1b3 {0. Assume that the
element A of S2V*W satisfies conditions (i) and (ii) and Tr A=0. Let ’
be a unit vector of V for which V’ is non-zero. Then either the vector v’
possesses property (A) or the following assertion holds: there exist a vector
‘ of V’ , an element h of H’ and vectors ;1 , ;2 , ;3 of 2 V* such that the
element (5.19) of 3 W does not vanish.
Proof. Assume that the assertion of the lemma is not true. According to
Lemma 5.5, we must have dim V’<p&2. Also according to Lemma 5.3,
the hypotheses of Lemma 5.4 hold. Thus ’ has property P0 . Lemma 5.14
now implies that dim V’p&2; we thus obtain a contradiction.
We now return to the situation considered in Section 4. Let x be a point
of X. We consider the subspace
K"x=[! # Tx | Q(’, !, ‘)=0, for all ’ # Tx , ‘ # Kx]
of Tx and denote by Hx the annihilator of K"x . From the definition of K"x ,
it follows that Q! is an element of S 2Hx , for all ! # Kx .
Let g be a Riemannian metric on X and let T"x be the orthogonal
complement of K"x in Tx . We consider the trace mapping
Tr2g : S
2T*2 T*  T*T*
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defined by
(Tr2g u)(’1 , ’2)= :
n
j=1
u(’1 , tj , ’2 , tj),
for u # (S2T*2 T*)x , where [t1 , ..., tn] is an orthonormal basis of Tx .
If ’ is a vector of T"x , we set
W’=[! # T"x | g(!, ’)=Q‘ (!, ’)=0, for all ‘ # Kx].
If + is an element of Hx and * is an element of 2 Hx , we define elements
E(+) of (T*L*)x and F(*) of (T*T*L*)x by
(?(!), E(+))=Tr1g (+Q!), (?(!), F(*))=Tr
2
g (Q! *),
for ! # Kx . Since Q! belongs to S 2Hx , for ! # Kx , we easily verify that E(+)
belongs to Hx L*x and that F(*) belongs to Hx Hx L*x .
Clearly, the element A of S2Tx"*L*x , which is well-defined by
A(’1 , ’2 , ?(!))=Q(’1 , ’2 , !),
for ’1 , ’2 # T"x , ! # Kx , satisfies conditions (i) and (ii). If Trg Q!=0, for all
! # Kx , then we see that Tr A=0, with respect to the inner product on T"x
induced by g. For ’ # T"x , the subspace W’ of T"x is equal to the subspace
V’ corresponding to A. If \: Hx  Tx"* is the isomorphism sending an
element of Hx into its restriction to T"x , then we see that
\E(+)=E(\+), \F(*)=F(\*). (5.27)
6. ANALYZING THE OPERATOR P
We assume throughout the remainder of this paper that K is integrable
and that @ has constant rank. We set m=rank L and r=n&rank K.
For k1, let Nk be the subset of Jk(S 2+T*) consisting of those elements
jk(g)(x) of Jk(S 2+T*), with x # X and where g is a Riemannian metric on
X, satisfying
jk&2(Ric(g)&R)(x)=0, jk&1(BgR)(x)=0, jk(/(g))(x)=0.
If k=1, the first relation does not impose any condition on j1(g)(x). We
also set
N0=[q # S 2+T* | /(q)=0].
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Let T $ be a fixed orthogonal complement of K in T and consider the
morphisms S and  corresponding to T $. According to (2.7), if g is a
Riemannian metric on X and x # X, the equality
jk&1(BgR)(x)=0 (6.1)
is equivalent to the relations
jk&1(gSBgR)(x)=0, jk&1(/(g))(x)=0. (6.2)
Thus Nk is equal to the subset of Jk(S 2+T*) consisting of those k-jets q of
Riemannian metrics at x # X satisfying
pk&2(.)(q)= jk&2(R)(x), pk&1()(q)=0, pk(/)(q)=0;
if k=1, the first relation does not impose any condition on q.
Proposition 6.1. The mapping ?0 : N1  N0 is surjective.
Proof. Since  and p1(/) are quasi-linear morphisms, the result follows
from the preceding description of N1 , the surjectivity of the morphism
_()g _1(/)g for any Riemannian metric g on X, given by Lemma 4.3,
and the proof of Proposition 4.1.
Proposition 6.2. Let x # X and let g be a Riemannian metric on X. Sup-
pose that T $x is the orthogonal complement of Kx in Tx and that jk+1(g)(x)
is an element of Nk+1 , with k0. Then jk+1(g)(x) belongs to ?k+1Nk+2 if
and only if
&g, k(=&1jk(Ric(g)&R)(x)=&1jk+1(gSBgR)(x)=&1jk+2(/(g))(x))=0.
Proof. Since pk(.), pk+1(), and pk+2(/) are quasi-linear morphisms,
by Lemma 4.2 the left-hand side of the equality occurring in the proposi-
tion depends only on jk+1(g)(x). We deduce the desired result from the
exactness of the sequence (4.2) with k=0, given by Lemma 4.4.
Since we are interested in the local solvability of the equation Ric(g)=R,
by Lemmas 2.1(iii) and 2.2, without loss of generality we may suppose that
X=Rn with a system of linear coordinates (x1, ..., xn), and that
[xr+1, ..., xn]
is a frame for K over X and
[’1 , ..., ’n&m&r]
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is a frame for K$ over X, where each ’j is a linear combination (with real
coefficients) of xr+1, ..., xn. In fact, if we wish, we could also suppose
that ’j=xr+ j.
We write j=x j. We now choose T $ to be the integrable complement
of K in T generated by the vector fields [1 , ..., r]. We use the standard
tensor notation in terms of this system of coordinates (x1, ..., xn). In expres-
sions written in terms of these coordinates, we shall use the summation
convention, unless it is explicitly stated otherwise. The summation should
be performed over all roman indices from 1 to n and over the index : from
r+1 to n, which are repeated at least once, only after all the terms have
been multiplied out. Even if an index is repeated more than once, the sum
over that index should be taken only once.
Given a Riemannian metric g on X and x # X, if we make an appropriate
linear change of coordinates, we may suppose that
gij (x)=$ij (6.3)
in terms of the coordinates (x1, ..., xn); if T $ is the complement of K defined
in terms of this coordinate system, we have g(T $x , Kx)=0.
Let { be the flat connection on T satisfying
{ j=0,
for 1 jn; notice that { preserves the sub-bundles K and K$ of T and so
it induces a connection on L*. If ! is a section of K over X and g is a
Riemannian metric on X, we set
P!(g)=(Ric(g)&R+{gSBgR, Q!) g+ 12 2g(Trg , Q!),
where 2g is the Laplacian corresponding to the metric g. We define a dif-
ferential operator P sending a Riemannian metric g on X into the section
P(g)=&g, 0((Ric(g)&R) ({gSBgR){2/(g))
of L*. We remark that the operator P depends only on R, T $ and the
connection {. By (2.10), a Riemannian metric g on X solution of the equa-
tion Ric(g)=R satisfies
P(g)=0.
If ! is a section of K satisfying {!=0 (in particular if !=j , with r+1
jn) and g is a Riemannian metric on X, we have the equality
(?(!), P(g))=P!(g).
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Thus if [!1 , ..., !m] are linearly independent sections of K over X, where
each !j is a linear combination (with real coefficients) of r+1 , ..., n , such
that [?(!1), ..., ?(!m)] is a frame for L over X, then a Riemannian metric
g on X satisfies P(g)=0 if and only if P!j (g)=0 for 1 jm.
Let ( y1, ..., yn) be a coordinate system on X, where yi is a linear com-
bination (with real coefficients) of (x1, ..., xr), for 1ir, and y j is a linear
combination (with real coefficients) of (xr+1, ..., xn), for r+1 jn. If we
replace the coordinate system (x1, ..., xn) by ( y1, ..., yn), then the bundle T $
and the connection { do not change, nor does the operator P.
From the fact that the morphism . is quasi-linear, we easily deduce that
the morphism of fibered manifolds
8 : J2(S 2+T*)  L*,
sending j2(g)(x) into P(g)(x), where g is a Riemannian metric on X, is also
quasi-linear and that its symbol
_(8 ): S2T*S2T*  L*
is the morphism over J1(S 2+T*) determined by
_(8 )g=&g, 0 b (_(.)g _1()g _2(/)g).
Thus by Lemma 4.2, _(8 ) vanishes identically and we infer that P(g)(x)
depends only on the 1-jet j1(g)(x). Hence there is a morphism of fibered
manifolds
8: J1(S 2+T*)  L*
such that 8 =8 b ?1 .
Let g be a Riemannian metric on X. We consider the morphisms
_k(8)g : Sk+1T*S 2T*  SkT*L*.
For k0, the morphism
*k, g=_k(.)g _k+1()g _k+2(/)g _k+1(8)g
at x # X depends only on j1(g)(x). We consider the sequence
Sk+2T*S 2T* ww
*k, g
(SkT*S 2T*) (Sk+1T*g(T $)) (S k+2T*L*) (S k+1T*L*)
ww
&g, k (Sk&1T*T*) (S kT*L*)  0. (6.4)
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If x # X and p= j1(g)(x), the kernel g"k+2, p of *k, g at x # X is equal to the
kth prolongation of g"2, p . For k0, we consider the kernel g$k+2 of
_k(.)g _k+1()g _k+2(/)g and the restriction
_k+1(8)g : g$k+2  Sk+1T*L*.
For x # X, the subspace g$k+2, x of (S k+2T*S 2T*)x depends only on
g(x); we set
Vx=_2(8)g (g$3, x).
Proposition 6.3. Let x # X and let g be a Riemannian metric on X.
Assume that T $x is the orthogonal complement of Kx in Tx and that
Trg Q!=0, for all ! # Kx . Let [t1 , ..., tn] be an orthonormal basis of Tx such
that [t1 , ..., tr] is a basis of T $x and [tr+1 , ..., tn] is a basis of Kx . Suppose
that the following conditions hold:
(i) the mapping
_1(8)g : g$2, x & (S 2T*[t1 , ..., tk ] S
2T*x)  T*[t1 , ..., tk ] L*x (6.5)
is surjective for 0kn&1;
(ii) Vx=(S2T*L*)x .
Then, if p= j1(g)(x), the subspace g"2, p of (S 2T*S2T*)x is involutive and
[t1 , ..., tn] is a quasi-regular basis for g"2, p ; moreover the sequences (6.4) are
exact at x for all k0.
Proof. To prove that g"2, p is involutive, we proceed to show that
[t1 , ..., tn] is a quasi-regular basis for g"2, p . For 0kn, we set
g"2, p, [t1 , ..., tk ]= g"2, p & (S
2T*[t1 , ..., tk ] S
2T*x),
g$2, [t1 , ..., tk ]= g$2, x & (S
2T*[t1 , ..., tk ] S
2T*x).
According to condition (i), by dimension-counting we obtain
dim g"2, p, [t1 , ..., tk ]=dim g$2, [t1 , ..., tk ]&(n&k) dim Lx ,
for 0kn&1; similarly, from condition (ii) we deduce that
dim g"3, p=dim g$3, x&dim S 2T*x } dim Lx .
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By Lemma 4.4, [t1 , ..., tn] is a quasi-regular basis for g$2, x ; from the above
equalities, it follows that [t1 , ..., tn] is also quasi-regular for g"2, p . By
condition (i) with k=0 and condition (ii), from Lemma 4.4 we obtain the
exactness of the sequences (6.4) at x for k=0, 1. By a standard argument
(see [6, Sect. 4; 2, Chap. X, Sect. 1], from the exactness of the sequences
(6.4) at x for k=0, 1 and the involutivity of g"2, p , we infer the exactness of
the sequences (6.4) at x for all k0.
For k1, let N$k be the subset of Nk consisting of those elements q of
Nk satisfying pk&1(8)(q)=0. Clearly, if
9=.p1()p2(/)p1(8)
and s$ is the section R000 of the vector bundle
S2T*J1(T*)J2(L*)J1(L*),
then we have
N$k+2=[q # Jk+2(S 2+T*)x | pk(9) q= jk(s$)(x), x # X]
for k0. If Q vanishes identically, then Nk=N$k for k1.
Proposition 6.4. Let x # X and let g be a Riemannian metric on X.
Suppose that T $x is the orthogonal complement of Kx in Tx and that j1(g)(x)
is an element of N1 . Then j1(g)(x) belongs to ?1 N2 if and only if one of the
following three equivalent conditions holds:
(i) &g, 0((Ric(g)&R)(x)=&1j1(gSBgR)(x)=&1j2(/(g))(x))=0;
(ii) P(g)(x)=0;
(iii) j1(g)(x) # N$1 .
Proof. The equivalence of conditions (i)(iii) is an immediate conse-
quence of the definitions of &g, 0 , P, and N$1 . The desired result follows from
Proposition 6.2.
Proposition 6.5. Let x # X. Let k0 and g be a Riemannian metric on
X satisfying jk+1(g)(x) # N$k+1 . If the sequence (6.4) is exact at x, there
exists q$ # N$k+2, x such that ?k+1 q$= jk+1(g)(x).
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Proof. We write q= jk+1(g)(x). Since pk(.), pk+1(), pk+2(/), and
pk+1(8) are quasi-linear morphisms, by the exactness of the sequence (6.4)
there exists an element q$ of N$k+2, x satisfying ?k+1q$=q if and only if
&g, k(=&1jk(Ric(g)&R)(x)=&1pk+1() q"
=&1pk+2(/) q"=&1pk+1(8) q")=0,
where q"= jk+2(g)(x). By the definitions of &g, k and P, the above relation
is equivalent to the pair of equations
_k&1(Bg) =&1jk(Ric(g)&R)(x)=0, =&1jk(P(g))(x)=0.
The second one holds automatically, since q belongs to N$k+1 . If k=0, the
first equality is always satisfied. If k1, by the Bianchi identity (1.3), we
have
_k&1(Bg) =&1jk(Ric(g)&R)(x)= jk&1(Bg(Ric(g)&R))(x)
=&jk&1(BgR)(x),
and so the first equality is equivalent to (6.1) and hence also to (6.2). Since
q belongs to N$k+1 , the equalities (6.2) are satisfied.
Proposition 6.6. Suppose that Q vanishes identically. Let x # X and let
g be a Riemannian metric on X. Assume that T $x is the orthogonal comple-
ment of Kx in Tx . Let k1; if jk(g)(x) # Nk , then there exists q$ # Nk+1, x
such that ?kq$= jk(g)(x).
Proof. Since T $x is the orthogonal complement of Kx in Tx , by
Lemma 4.4 the sequences (4.2) or (6.4) are exact for k0, and the result
follows from Propositions 6.4 and 6.5.
From Propositions 6.1 and 6.6 and Malgrange’s strong prolongability
theorem (see [8]) applied to the mapping .p1() and the section R0
of S2T*J1(T*), we now obtain the following:
Theorem 6.1. Assume that X is a real-analytic manifold, that R is a
real-analytic symmetric 2-form on X, and that R has constant rank. If the
tensor Q associated to R vanishes identically, then for x # X there exists a
real-analytic Riemannian metric g on a neighborhood of x such that
Ric(g)=R.
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The above theorem includes the case of non-degenerate sections R of
S2T* treated in [3] (see also [2, Chap. IX]).
Let |: T*  K* be the natural restriction mapping. If g is a Riemannian
metric on X, we shall consider the section
|(g)=\g {g& 14 (| id) _1(/)g ({g)
of K*L* over X.
We now proceed to give an expression for the operator P in terms of the
coordinates (x1, ..., xn). If S(dxi)=S ij j for 1in, we have S ij=0 if
r+1in or if r+1 jn, and
Rij S jk=$ki &$
:
i $
k
: (6.6)
for 1i, kn. Let C be the section * {R of S 2T*T* and B be the
section of S2T*T equal to the composition S b * {R; we have
B(i , j)=B lij l=Cijk S
kl  l .
Let g be a Riemannian metric on X. We set
1ijk=
1
2 \
gik
x j
+
gjk
x i
&
g ij
xk+
and consider the Christoffel symbols 1 kij= g
kl1ijl of g. We have
(BgR) j= gik(Cikj&1 likR lj);
therefore by (6.6), we obtain
(gSBgR) i= g ijgklB jkl& g
jk1jki+ gi:g jk1:jk .
Let ! be a section of K over X. We set
Q!ij=Q!(i , j), Q
pq
! = g
pigqjQ!ij .
Let
%: T*S2T*  T*S2T*L*
be the morphism of vector bundles depending only on Q and g determined
by
(?(!), %(u)) ijl= 12 g
kp(Q!ik(ulpj+ujpl&3upjl)+Q
!
jk(upil&ulpi&u ipl)
+Q!lk(upij&ujpi&uipj)),
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for u # T*S 2T*. If we compute Q in terms of the connection {, we easily
see that
Q:ij =&
1
2
Rij
x:
,
for 1i, jn and r+1:n. By (2.4), we have
Q!i:=0, (6.7)
for 1in and r+1:n, and so
gi:Q ij!=0,
for 1 jn and r+1:n. According to this relation, we see that
({gSBgR, Q!) g=Q ik! k(g
SBgR) i
=Q ik! {12 g jl \
2gjl
xi xk
&
2g ij
xl xk
&
2gil
x j xk+&
g jl
xk
1jli
+
gi:
xk
g jl1:jl+\gijxk g pq+ g ij
g pq
xk + B jpq=+O(g);
here and in subsequent formulas O(g) stands for a term which does not
depend on the derivatives of g. On the other hand, we have
(Ric(g), Q!) g=Qik! Ric(g) ik
=
1
2
Q ik! g
jl \ 
2gji
xl xk
+
2gli
x j xk
&
2gjl
xi xk
&
2gik
x j xl+
+Q ik! (1
j
ik 1
l
jl&1
j
il1
l
jk),
and
2g(Trg Q!)=&gij \Q!kl 
2gkl
xi x j
+2
Q!kl
x j
gkl
xi ++O(g).
Since
2gkl
xi x j
=&
gkr
xi
grs
x j
gsl& gkr
grs
x j
gsl
xi
& gkr
2grs
x i x j
gsl,
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we see that
2g(Trg Q!)= gij \Qkl! 
2gkl
x i x j
+2Q!klg
ls g
kr
x i
grs
x j
&2
Q!kl
x j
gkl
x i ++O(g).
Hence, we obtain the equality
P!(g)=(Ric(g)+{gSBgR, Q!) g+
1
2
2g(Trg Q!)+O(g)
=Q ik! \1 jik1 ljl&1 jil 1 ljk+\gijxk g pq+ gij
g pq
xk + B jpq
&
g jl
xk
1jli+
gi:
xk
g jl1 :jl+
+gij \Q!klg ls g
kr
x i
grs
x j
&
Q!kl
x j
gkl
xi ++O(g). (6.8)
We now fix a point x of X. We write ti=i (x) and denote by :i the value
of the section dxi of T* at x, and by :~ i the restriction of :i to Kx . Let
[!1 , ..., !m] be a system of linearly independent sections of K over X, where
each !j is a linear combination (with real coefficients) of r+1 , ..., n , such
that [?(!1), ..., ?(!m)] is a frame for L over X. Let [;1 , ..., ;m] be the basis
of L*x dual to the basis [?(!1)(x), ..., ?(!m)(x)] of Lx . For 1sm, we
write
Qsij=Q
!s
ij .
If w # (T*S2T*L*)x , we set
wsijk=(?(!s), w) ijk ,
where 1i, j, kn.
We now assume that gij (x)=$ij ; then we have
gij
xk
(x)=&
g ij
xk
(x).
Let 1sm; for u # (T*S2T*)x , we obtain
%(u)sijk=
1
2 (Q
s
il(ukjl+u jkl&3uljk)+Q
s
jl(ulik&ukil&u ikl)
+Qskl(u lij&u jil&uijl)). (6.9)
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From (6.8), we obtain
P!(g)=Q!ik {12 \
gij
xk
&
1
2
gik
x j +
gll
x j
+
g i:
xk \
gj:
x j
&
1
2
gjj
x:+
&
1
4 \
gij
x l
+
gjl
x i
&
g il
x j+\
gjl
xk
+
gkl
x j
&
gjk
xl +
+
1
2
gjl
xk \
gij
xl
+
gil
x j
&
g jl
xi+&
g il
x j
gkl
x j
+B jll
gij
xk
&B ijl
gjl
xk=+
Q!jk
x i
gjk
x i
+O(g) (6.10)
at x. Therefore, using (6.7), we see that
P!(g)=Q!ik \gi:xk &
1
4
gik
x: +
g::
x:
+,!(g) (6.11)
at x, where ,!(g) is an expression which does not involve the derivatives
g:: x:, with r+1:n.
We set c=({g)(x) and thus we have
cijk=
gjk
x i
(x).
If
|(g)(x)= :
1sm
r+1 jn
|sj :~ j ;s ,
we have
|sj = :
r
i, k=1
Qsik(x)(c ikj&
1
4 cjik ), (6.12)
for r+1 jn and 1sm. Thus by (6.11), we obtain
P(g)(x)= :
1sm
r+1 jn
|sj
gjj
x j
(x) ;s+,(g), (6.13)
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where ,(g) is an element of L*x which does not involve the derivatives
gjj
x j
(x),
with r+1 jn.
If p1(/)( j1(g)(x))=0, by (6.3) we see that
Q!ll
x j
(x)=\Q!ik gikx j + (x), (6.14)
for all sections ! of K over X and 1 jn.
Proposition 6.7. Let g0 be a Riemannian metric on X satisfying g0, ij (x)=
$ij . Suppose that Trg0 Q!=0, for all ! # Kx . Let z be an element of (K*L*)x .
(i) There exists a Riemannian metric g on X such that g(x)= g0(x)
and
( j1(g)(x))=0, p1(/)( j1(g)(x))=0, |(g)(x)=z. (6.15)
(ii) Let g be a Riemannian metric on X satisfying the conditions of (i)
and let u be an element of (T*S2T*)x satisfying
_()g u=0, _1(/)g u=0, \g u=0. (6.16)
Then a Riemannian metric g~ on X for which j1(g~ )(x)= j1(g)(x)+=u also
satisfies the conditions of (i).
(iii) Assume that z is of maximal rank. Let g be a Riemannian metric
on X satisfying the conditions of (i). Then there exists an element
u= :
n
j=r+1
aj :j :2j (6.17)
of (T*S2T*)x , with ar+1 , ..., an # R, satisfying (6.16) and
j1(g)(x)+=u # N$1 .
Proof. (i) Consider the element
v=z+
1
4
:
1sm
r+1 jn
:
n
l=1
Qsll
x j
(x) :~ j ;s
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of (K*L*)x . By Proposition 4.1, there exists a Riemannian metric g on
X such that g(x)= g0(x) and (4.8) holds. By (6.14), we see that
(\g {g)(x)=z+ 14 (| id) _1(/)g ({g)(x),
and so we have |(g)(x)=z.
(ii) Since  and p1(/) are quasi-linear morphisms, we have
( j1(g~ )(x))=( j1(g)(x))+_()g u=0,
p1(/)( j1(g~ )(x))= p1(/)( j1(g)(x))+_1(/)g u=0.
On the other hand, we see that
|(g~ )(x)=|(g)(x)+\gu& 14 (| id) _1(/)g u=|(g)(x).
(iii) According to (2.14), (4.1), and (6.7), the element u of (T*S2T*)x
given by (6.17) satisfies the relations (6.16). From (6.13), we obtain
8( j1(g)(x)+=u)=8( j1(g)(x))+2 :
1sm
r+1 jn
|sj aj;s ,
where |sj are the coefficients of |(g)(x). Since |(g)(x) has maximal rank,
we may choose ar+1 , ..., an # R in such a way that
:
1sm
r+1 jn
|sj aj;s=&
1
2 8( j1(g)(x)).
Therefore by (ii), we see that j1(g)(x)+=u belongs to N$1 .
For k0 and u # (Sk+1T*S 2T*)x , we write
_k(8)g u= :
m
s=1
(_k(8)g u)s ;s ,
where (_k(8)g u)s is an element of S kT*x ; for u # (T*S 2T*)x , we set
(_(8)g u)s=(_0(8)g u)s . By (6.10), for u # (T*S 2T*)x we see that
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(_(8)g u)s=Qsik(x) {12 cjll \uikj&
1
2
ujik++12 \cikj&
1
2
cjik + ujll
+\cjj:&12 c:jj+ uik:+cik: \ujj:&
1
2
u:jj+
&
1
4
(ckjl+cjkl&cljk)(ulij+u ijl&ujil)
&
1
4
(clij+cijl&cjil)(ukjl+ujkl&uljk)
+
1
2
(clij+cjil&cijl) ukjl+
1
2
ckjl (u lij+ujil&u ijl)
&2cjilu jkl+B jll(x) uikj&B
i
jl(x) ukjl=+
Qsjk
xi
(x) uijk .
For 1i, j, kn and 1sm, we set
bsijk=(_(8)g (:i :j } :k))s
and
asijk=\(?(!s), %({g)) ijk&Q silB ljk+
Qsjk
xi + (x). (6.18)
For u # (T*S2T*)x , we obtain
(_(8)g u)s=Qsik(x)[
1
2 cjll (u ikj&
1
2ujik)+
1
2 (c ikj&
1
2 cjik) ujll
+(cjj:& 12c:jj) u ik:+c ik:(ujj:&
1
2u:jj)
+B jll(x) u ikj]+a
s
ijku ijk . (6.19)
In particular, if an element u # (T*S2T*)x satisfies uijj=ujji=0 for all
1in, we have
(_(8)g u)s=Qsik(x)[
1
2cjll (u ikj&
1
2 ujik)+(cjj:&
1
2c:jj) u ik:
+B jll(x) uikj]+a
s
ijku ijk . (6.20)
Thus if 1i, j, kn are distinct integers, we have
bsijk=Q
s
ij(x)[
1
2ckll+(cll:&
1
2 c:ll) $
k
:+B
k
ll(x)]
+Q sik(x)[
1
2cjll+(cll:&
1
2c:ll) $
j
:+B
j
ll(x)]+2a
s
ijk . (6.21)
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If 1i, j, kn are distinct integers, with r+1kn, by (6.21), (6.18),
and (6.9) we obtain
bsijk=Q
s
ij (x)[
1
2ckll+(cll:&
1
2c:ll) $
k
:+B
k
ll (x)]
+Qsil (x)(cjkl+ckjl&3cljk&2B
l
jk(x))
+Qsjl (x)(clik&c ikl&ckil). (6.22)
We consider the subspace
K"x=[! # Tx | Q(’, !, ‘)=0, for all ’ # Tx , ‘ # Kx]
of Tx . We know that Kx is a subspace of K"x , and we set p=n&dim K"x ;
then we have dim(T $x & K"x)=r& p. We denote by Hx the annihilator of
K"x . We continue to assume that (6.3) holds and further suppose that
[tp+1 , ..., tr] is a basis for T $x & K"x . Then [:1 , ..., :p] is a basis of Hx .
Moreover we have
Q!ij (x)=0,
for 1in and p+1 jn and for all ! # Kx , and
_(/)g (:j } T*x)=0, (6.23)
for p+1 jn. From (6.22), if p+1i, j, kn are distinct integers, with
r+1kn, we deduce that
bsijk=0, (6.24)
for all 1sm.
If u is an element of T*[t1 , ..., tp] S
2T*[t1 , ..., tp] , by (6.19) and (6.18) we see
that
(_(8)g u)s=Q sik(x) {12 \cikj&
1
2
cjik+ u jll+c ik: \u jj:&12 u:jj+=
+
Qsjk
xi
(x) uijk . (6.25)
Thus the restriction of _(8)g to T*[t1 , ..., tp] S
2T*[t1 , ..., tp] depends only on
g(x), Q, and the expressions
:
p
i, k=1
Qsik(x) cikj , :
p
i, k=1
Qsik(x) cjik ,
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with p+1 jn and 1sm. If T $= denotes the annihilator of T $ and
if u belongs to (T $= S2T $=)x , from (6.25) we obtain
(_(8)g u)s= :
n
j, l=r+1
:
p
i, k=1
Q sik(x)(cikju llj&
1
4 cjikujll ). (6.26)
By (6.26) and (6.12), we have
_(8)g (:j :2j )=2 :
m
s=1
|sj ;s , (6.27)
for r+1 jn.
If w is an element of T*x S 2Hx satisfying
(idTrg) w=0, _1(/)g w=0, (6.28)
by (6.19) we have
(_(8)g w)s=Qsik(x)(
1
2cjll+B
j
ll(x)) wikj+a
s
ijk wijk . (6.29)
Throughout the remainder of this paper, we no longer use the summa-
tion convention which we had established at the beginning of this section.
Lemma 6.1. Assume that (6.3) holds. If |(g)(x) is an element of maxi-
mal rank of (K*L*)x and if the mapping (6.5) is surjective when k=r,
then the mappings (6.5) are surjective for all 0kr.
Proof. If 1i, jn, the elements :i } :j :2j and :
2
j :i } :j of
(S2T*S 2T*)x belong to Ker _(.)g . By (2.13) and (4.1), we see that
vij=:i } :j :2j +
1
4 :
2
j : i } : j
belongs to g$2, x whenever r+1 jn. By (6.27), we obtain the desired
result from the formula
_1(8)g vij=:i _(8)g (: j :2j )+:j _(8)g (: i :
2
j +
1
2: j :i } :j).
For 1i, jn, we write
Asij=b
s
iij .
If 1 jr and 1in are distinct integers, by (6.19) and (6.18) we see
that
Asij= :
n
k=1
[Q sii(x)(
1
2 cjkk+B
j
kk(x))+Q
s
ij (x) B
i
kk(x)]+2a
s
iij (6.30)
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when 1ir, and that
Asij=2%(c)
s
iij (6.31)
when r+1in.
Let u be an element of (T*S 2T*)x and let g~ be a Riemannian metric
on X such that
j1(g~ )(x)= j1(g)(x)+=u; (6.32)
we set
b sijk=(_(8)g~ (:i :j } :k))s , A
s
ij=b
s
iij ,
for 1i, j, kn.
If u can be written in the form
u= :
n
k=r+1
ak :k :2k , (6.33)
with ar+1 , ..., an # R, then by (6.9) we have %(u)=0. Hence by (6.21), if
1i, j, kn are distinct integers, the equality
b sijk=b
s
ijk (6.34)
holds whenever p+1in, or whenever p+1 j, kn, or whenever
1 j, kp; moreover, if 1i, jp and p+1kn are distinct integers
and if _(/)g (:i } :j)=0, then we see that (6.34) holds in this case. If w is
an element of Tx*S 2Hx satisfying (6.28), by (6.18) and (6.29) we obtain
the relation
_(8)g~ w=_(8)g w. (6.35)
Also according to (6.30) and (6.31), we have
A sij=A
s
ij , (6.36)
whenever 1i, jn are distinct integers, with 1 jr. By (6.25), we
know that the restriction of _(8)g~ to T*[t1 , ..., tp] S
2T*[t1 , ..., tp] is equal to the
restriction of _(8)g . By (2.13) and (4.1), we see that u satisfies (6.16).
Hence by Proposition 6.7(ii), we have |(g~ )(x)=|(g)(x).
On the other hand, if u satisfies uijj=ujji=0 for all 1i, jn, then if
1i, j, kn are distinct integers, by (6.21) we see that
b sijk=b
s
ijk+2%(u)
s
ijk . (6.37)
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If w is an element of Tx*S 2Hx satisfying (6.28), then by (6.18) and (6.29)
we have
(_(8)g~ w)s=(_(8)g w)s+ :
n
i, j, k=1
%(u)sijk wijk . (6.38)
Moreover by (6.30) and (6.31), we have
A sij=A
s
ij+2%(u)
s
iij , (6.39)
whenever 1i, jn are distinct integers, with 1 jr; thus if p+1in
and 1 jr, with i{ j, by (6.9) we see that (6.36) holds. If u also satisfies
the relations ui1i2i3=0 for all 1i1 , i2 , i3p, then by (6.9) we see that the
equality (6.36) holds whenever 1i, jn are distinct integers, with
1 jp.
We have a mapping
#: 2 H x T*x  (T*S
2T*)x ,
sending v1 7 v2 :, with v1 , v2 # Hx , : # T*x , into v1 v2 } :&v2 v1 } :.
We now suppose that the element u of (T*S2T*)x can be written in the
form
u= :
n
k= p+1
#(uk :k)+ :
p+1 j<kn
u jk : j } :k , (6.40)
where uk # 2 Hx and ujk # Hx . Clearly we have
:
n
i, j=1
Qsij(x) uijk=0,
for all 1kn and 1sm; thus by (2.13) and (4.1), we see that u
satisfies (6.16). Hence by Proposition 6.7(ii), we have |(g~ )(x)=|(g)(x).
By (6.25), we know that the restriction of _(8)g~ to T*[t1 , ..., tp] S
2T*[t1 , ..., tp]
is equal to the restriction of _(8)g . Such an element u satisfies the condi-
tions uijj=ujji=0 for all 1i, jn, and ui1i2i3=0 for all 1i1 , i2 , i3p.
Hence (6.36) holds whenever 1i, jn are distinct integers, with 1jp.
From the above discussion, Proposition 6.7(ii), and Lemma 6.1, we
obtain the following result:
Lemma 6.2. Assume that (6.3) holds and that [tp+1 , ..., tr] is a basis for
T $x & K"x . Suppose that g satisfies the following two conditions:
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(i) we have
( j1(g)(x))=0, p1(/)( j1(g)(x))=0,
and |(g)(x) is an element of maximal rank of (K*L*)x ;
(ii) the mapping
_2(8)g : g$3, x & (S 3T*[t1 , ..., tp] S
2T*[t1 , ..., tp])  S
2T*[t1 , ..., tp] L*x (6.41)
and the mappings (6.5) are surjective for 0kn&1.
Let u be an element of (T*S2T*)x and g~ be a Riemannian metric on X
satisfying (6.32). If u is either of the form (6.33) or of the form (6.40), then
the conditions (i) and (ii) hold for g~ ; in particular, we have |(g~ )(x)=
|(g)(x). Moreover, the relation (6.36) holds whenever 1i, jn are distinct
integers, with 1 jp.
In the following lemma, *j is a non-negative real number for r+1
jn.
Lemma 6.3. Assume that (6.3) holds, that [tp+1 , ..., tr] is a basis for
T $x & K"x , and that
:
n
i, k=1
Qsik(x) c ikj=(1+*j) $
n&m+s
j ,
(6.42)
1
4 :
n
i, k=1
Qsik(x) cjik=*j$
n&m+s
j ,
for r+1 jn and 1sm. Then the mappings (6.41) and (6.5) are
surjective for 0kn&1.
Proof. For n&m+1 jn, by (6.27) and our hypothesis, we see that
_(8)g (:j :2j )=2; j&n+m
and by (6.25) we also have
_(8)g (:i : i } :j)=(1+*j) ;j&n+m ,
if p+1in, with i{ j. Moreover from this last relation and (6.24), we
infer that
_(8)g ((:i+:k) (:i+:k) } :j)=2(1+*j) ;j&n+m ,
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if p+1i<kn, with i, k{ j. Hence we have
_1(8)g (:2j :
2
j )=4:j ;j&n+m , _2(8)g (:
3
j :
2
j )=6:
2
j ;j&n+m
for n&m+1 jn, and
_1(8)g (:2i :i } :j)=2(1+*j) :i ;j&n+m ,
_2(8)g (:3i :i } :j)=3(1+*j) :
2
i ;j&n+m ,
for p+1in and n&m+1 jn, with i{ j. If i, j, k are distinct
integers, with n&m+1 jn and p+1i, kn, then we see that
_2(8)g ((:i+:k)3  (:i+:k) } : j)=6(1+*j)(:i+:k)2;j&n+m .
On the other hand, for 1in and n&m+1 jn we obtain
_2(8)g (:i } :2j :2j + 16:3j :i } :j)
=4:i } :j ;j&n+m+:2j _(8)g (:i :2j + 12:i :i } :j).
If :, ; # T*x , the element :2: } ; of (S2T*S2T*)x belongs to Ker _(.)g ;
therefore the elements : } ;2;2 and :3: } ; of (S 3T*S2T*)x are
contained in Ker _1(.)g . By (2.13) and (4.1), if r+1 jn and if : is
orthogonal to :j we see that :2: } :j and :2j :
2
j are elements of g$2, x ,
while
:3 : } : j , :3j :
2
j , : } :
2
j :
2
j +
1
6:
3
j : } : j
belong to g$3, x . From the above equalities, we infer that the mappings (6.5)
are surjective for pkn&1 and that (6.41) is surjective. By (6.42), we
see that |sj =$
n&m+s
j , for r+1 jn and 1sm; thus |(g)(x) is an
element of maximal rank of (K*L*)x . Therefore by Lemma 6.1, we
obtain the surjectivity of all the mappings (6.5).
In the following lemma, we do not make any assumptions on the coor-
dinate system (x1, ..., xn) relative to the metric g or to K"x .
Lemma 6.4. Let x # X and let g0 be a Riemannian metric on X satisfying
g0, ij (x)=$ij . Suppose that Trg0 Q!=0, for all ! # Kx , and that [tp+1 , ..., tr]
is a basis of T $x & K"x . Then there exist a system of linearly independent coor-
dinate functions ( yr+1, ..., yn) on X, which are linear combinations (with real
coefficients) of the coordinate functions (xr+1, ..., xn), and a Riemannian
metric g on X such that, with respect to the coordinate system ( y1, ..., yn) on X,
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where yi=xi for 1ir, conditions (i) and (ii) of Lemma 6.2 hold and we
have gij (x)=$ij , and such that
Trg Q!=0, g |T $x=g0|T $x , g(T $x , Kx)=0,
for all ! # Kx .
Proof. We consider the (n&r)_m matrix (M js) defined by
M js= :
r
l=1
Q!sll
x j
(x),
for r+1 jn and 1sm. There exist a system of linearly independent
coordinate functions ( yr+1, ..., yn) on X which are linear combinations
(with real coefficients) of the coordinate functions (xr+1, ..., xn) and a
system [‘1 , ..., ‘m] of linearly independent sections of K over X, where each
‘j is a linear combination (with real coefficients) of [!1 , ..., !m], such that
1
4
:
r
l=1
Q‘sll
y j
(x)=*j $n&m+sj
holds for r+1 jn and 1sm, where *j=1 or 0. We set yi=xi for
1ir. We then replace (x1, ..., xn) by the coordinate system ( y1, ..., yn);
the bundle T $ and the connection { remain the same. Let g$ be a Riemannian
metric on X such that g$ij (x)=$ij ; then by Lemma 2.1(iii), we see that
Trg$ Q!=Trg0 Q!=0,
for all ! # Kx . Let [;$1 , ..., ;$m] be the basis of L*x dual to the basis
[?(‘1)(x), ..., ?(‘m)(x)] of Lx and consider the element
z= :
1sm
r+1 jn
$n&m+sj :~ j ;$s
of maximal rank of (K*L*)x . According to Proposition 6.7(i), there exists
a Riemannian metric g on X satisfying g(x)= g$(x) and (6.15). By (6.14),
we easily see that the equalities (6.42) hold, with Qsik=Q
‘s
ik . Lemma 6.3
now tells us that g satisfies condition (ii) of Lemma 6.2, with respect to the
coordinate system ( y1, ..., yn).
7. DETERMINANTS AND VARIATIONS OF JETS OF ORDER ONE
We continue to assume that X is equal to Rn with a system of linear
coordinates (x1, ..., xn), which satisfy the conditions of Section 6 relative to
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K and K$. We consider the objects associated in Section 6 to R and to the
point x of X; these include the complement T $ of K and the connection {
determined by the coordinate system (x1, ..., xn). We continue to use the
notations introduced there. Throughout this section, the morphisms  and
8 are the ones corresponding to this sub-bundle T $ and this connection {,
and we suppose that the rank m of L is 1. Let [!1 , ..., !m] be a system
of linearly independent sections of K over X, where each !j is a linear com-
bination (with real coefficients) of r+1 , ..., n , such that [?(!1), ..., ?(!m)]
is a frame for L over X. Let [;1 , ..., ;m] be the basis of L*x dual to the basis
[?(!1)(x), ..., ?(!m)(x)] of Lx .
We further assume that [tp+1 , ..., tr] is a basis for T $x & K"x . The
annihilator Hx of K"x is generated by [:1 , ..., :p]. Let g be a Riemannian
metric on X satisfying (6.3). The orthogonal complement T"x of K"x in Tx
is the subspace of T $x generated by [t1 , ..., tp]. We consider the objects
associated to g in Section 6, and, in particular, the coefficients bsijk .
Let , be an orthogonal transformation of T"x , which we extend to Tx by
requiring that the restriction of , to K"x be the identity mapping. We set
t$i=,(ti), for 1in. Let [:$1 , ..., :$n] be the basis of T*x dual to the
orthonormal basis [t$1 , ..., t$n] of Tx ; we write :,i =:$i , for 1in. Then we
have ,*:$i=:i , t$j=t j , :$j=:j , for 1ip and p+1 jn; moreover
[:$1 , ..., :$p] is a basis of Hx . Let u be an element of (T*S2T*)x and g~
be a Riemannian metric on X satisfying (6.32). We set
b(,) sijk=(_(8)g (:$i :$j } :$k))s , A(,)
s
ij=b(,)
s
iij ,
b (,) sijk=(_(8)g~ (:$i :$j } :$k))s , A (,)sij=b (,) siij ,
for 1i, j, kn and 1sm. We consider the coordinate system
( y1, ..., yn) on X, where y j=x j for p+1 jn and yi is the unique linear
combination of the coordinates (x1, ..., x p) determined by the equality
(dyi)(x)=:$i , for 1ip. Since (6.3) holds in this coordinate system, the
analogues of the relations (6.34), (6.36), and (6.37) are also valid in this
system. Namely, if u is of the form (6.33), the equality
b (,) sijk=b(,)
s
ijk (7.1)
holds for all distinct integers 1i, j, kn, whenever p+1in, or when-
ever p+1 j, kn, or whenever 1 j, kp. Moreover if 1i, jp and
p+1kn are distinct integers and if _(/)g (:$i } :$j)=0, then the relation
(7.1) also holds in this case. Furthermore, if 1i, jn are distinct integers,
with 1 jr, we have
A (,)sij=A(,)
s
ij . (7.2)
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On the other hand, if u is of the form (6.40), we see that
b (,) sijk=b(,)
s
ijk+2%(u)(t$i , t$j , t$k , ?(!s)) (7.3)
if 1i, j, kn are distinct integers and 1sm, and that (7.2) holds
whenever 1i, jn are distinct integers, with 1 jp.
If [:, ;] is an orthonormal system of elements of T*x , we consider the
element
%(:, ;)= 12:
2 } ;& 16 ;
3
of S 30T*x . If 1i, jn are distinct integers, we set %ij=%(: i , :j) and
%$ij=%(,) ij=%(:$i , :$j). If h is an element of S 2T*x , we have
_2(8)g (%(:, ;)h)= 12 (:
2&;2)_(8)g (;h)+: } ;_(8)g (:h).
(7.4)
If h(g>(:), ‘)=h(g>(;), ‘)=0, for all vectors ‘ of Tx , and if Trg h=0, then
the element %(:, ;)h of (S3T*S 2T*)x belongs to the kernels of _1(.)g
and _2(Bg); if moreover _(/)g h=0, it follows that %(:, ;)h is an element
of g$3, x . In particular, if 1 , 2 are elements of T*x such that [:, ;, 1 , 2]
is an orthonormal system of elements of T*x and _(/)g (1 } 2)=0, then
%(:, ;)1 } 2 is an element of g$3, x .
If 1i, j, kn are distinct integers, the elements
v$ijk=v(,) ijk=%$ij :$i } :$k&%$ji :$j } :$k ,
w$ijk=w(,) ijk=%$ij :$j } :$k&%$ji :$i } :$k
of (S3T*S 2T*)x belong to the kernels of _1(.)g and _2(Bg); if
_(/)g (:$i } :$k)=_(/)g (:$j } :$k)=0,
then v$ijk and w$ijk belong to g$3, x . If , is the identity mapping of T"x , we
write wijk=w$ijk . We have the relations
(_2(8)g v$ijk)s= 12 (b(,)
s
ijk+b(,)
s
jik)(:$
2
i &:$
2
j )
+(A(,) sik&A(,)
s
jk) :$i } :$j ,
(7.5)
(_2(8)g w$ijk)s= 12 (A(,)
s
ik+A(,)
s
jk)(:$
2
i &:$
2
j )
+(b(,) sijk&b(,)
s
jik) :$i } :$j .
If 1i, j, k, l, qn are distinct integers, the elements
:$i } :$j } :$k :$l } :$q , :$i } (:$2j &:$
2
k ):$l } :$q
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of (S3T*S 2T*)x belong to the kernels of _1(.)g and _2(Bg); if
_(/)g (:$l } :$q)=0,
then they are elements of g$3, x . We have
(_2(8)g :$i } :$j } :$k :$l } :$q)s
=b(,)sklq :$i } :$j+b(,)
s
jlq :$i } :$k+b(,)
s
ilq :$j } :$k ,
(7.6)
(_2(8)g :$i } (:$2j &:$
2
k ):$l } :$q)s
=2b(,)sjlq :$i } :$j&2b(,)
s
klq :$i } :$k+b(,)
s
klq (:$
2
j &:$
2
k ).
Let 1i, k, j, ln be given integers and let h be an element of S2T*x . We
consider the 2m_2 matrices
M(g, ,; i, k, j)=(M ab), N(g, ,; i, k, h)=(N
a
b),
defined by
M s1=b(,)
s
ikj+b(,)
s
kij , M
s+m
1 =A(,)
s
ij&A(,)
s
kj ,
M s2=A(,)
s
ij+A(,)
s
kj , M
s+m
2 =b(,)
s
ikj&b(,)
s
kij
and by
N s1=(_g(8)(:$k h))s=N
s+m
2 , N
s+m
1 =(_g(8)(:$i h))s=&N
s
2 ,
for 1sm. We write
N(g, ,; i, k, j, l )=N(g, ,; i, k, :$j } :$l)
and we consider 2m_2 matrices
M(g, u, ,; i, k, j)=M(g~ , ,; i, k, j)&M(g, ,; i, k, j),
N(g, u, ,; i, k, h)=N(g~ , ,; i, k, h)&N(g, ,; i, k, h),
N(g, u, ,; i, k, j, l )=N(g~ , ,; i, k, j, l )&N(g, ,; i, k, j, l ).
If , is the identity mapping of T"x , we write M(g; i, k, j)=M(g, ,; i, k, j)
and M(g, u; i, k, j)=M(g, u, ,; i, k, j).
If u is of the form (6.33) and if 1i, j, kp are distinct integers, with
1 jp and p+1kn, by (7.1) and (7.2) we see that
M(g, u, ,; i, k, j)=0, (7.7)
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whenever _(/)g (:$i } :$j)=0. Moreover, if u is of the form (6.33) and if
1i, j, ln and p+1kn are distinct integers, by (7.1) we also have
N(g, u, ,; i, k, j, l )=0, (7.8)
whenever p+1in, or 1 j, lp, or p+1 j, ln, or whenever
1i, j p<ln and _(/)g (:$i } :$j)=0. Furthermore, if h belongs to S 2Hx
and satisfies Trg h=0 and _(/)g h=0, by (6.35) we obtain the relation
N(g, u, ,; i, k, h)=0, (7.9)
for all integers 1i, kn.
If A1 , ..., Am are 2m_2 matrices, we denote by A1 V } } } V Am the
2m_2m matrix whose (2j&1)st column is equal to the first column of Aj
and whose 2jth column is equal to the second column of Aj , for 1 jm.
Let 0m1m and 1i, k, j1 , ..., jm1n be given integers; let
hm1+1 , ..., hm be elements of S
2T*x . We write
}~ =( j1 , ..., jm1), h =(hm1+1 , ..., hm),
and we denote by M(g, ,; i, k, }~ , h ) the 2m_2m matrix
M(g, ,; i, k, j1) V } } } V M(g, ,; i, k, jm1) V N(g, ,; i, k, hm1+1)
V } } } V N(g, ,; i, k, hm).
We denote by [w1 , ..., wq] the subspace of SkT*x spanned by the elements
w1 , ..., wq of S kT*x .
Lemma 7.1. Let : be a unit vector of Hx and let p+1kn be a given
integer. Let 1ip be an integer and , be an orthogonal transformation
of T"x satisfying :,i =:. Let m1 be an integer satisfying 0m1m. Let
1 j1 , ..., jm1p be integers different from i. Suppose that the relations
_(/)g (: } :,jl )=0 (7.10)
hold for all 1lm1 . Let hm1+1 , ..., hm be elements of S
2T*x satisfying
hq(g>(:), ‘)=hq(tk , ‘)=Trg hq=0, _(/)g hq=0,
for all vectors ‘ of Tx and for all m1+1qm. If the matrix M(g, ,; i, k, }~ , h )
is invertible, where
}~ =( j1 , ..., jm1), h =(hm1+1 , ..., hm),
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then we have the inclusion
[: } :k , :2&:2k]L*x /Vx .
Proof. By our hypotheses, the elements
v$ikjl , w$ikjl , %$ik hq , %$ki hq
of (S3T*S 2T*)x , with 1lm1 and m1+1qm, belong to g$3, x . If
we consider their images under _2(8)g , we see that our assertion is a
consequence of the formulas (7.4) and (7.5).
Let 1i, kn be distinct integers, with p+1kn. Let 1 j1 , ..., jm
p and p+1k1 , ..., kmn be integers different from i and k; we write
}~ =( j1 , ..., jm), } =( j2 , ..., jm),
(7.11)
k =(k1 , ..., km), k =(k2 , ..., km).
Let h be an element of S2Hx satisfying Trg h=0 and _(/)g h=0. We
denote by M(g, ,; i, k, }~ , k ), N(g, ,; i, k, }~ , k ), and N(g, ,; i, k, } , k , h) the
2m_2m matrices
M(g, ,; i, k, j1) V N(g, ,; i, k, j2 , k2) V } } } V N(g, ,; i, k, jm , km),
N(g, ,; i, k, j1 , k1) V N(g, ,; i, k, j2 , k2) V } } } V N(g, ,; i, k, jm , km),
N(g, ,; i, k, h) V N(g, ,; i, k, j2 , k2) V } } } V N(g, ,; i, k, jm , km),
respectively, and we set
M(g, u, ,; i, k, }~ , k )=M(g~ , ,; i, k, }~ , k )&M(g, ,; i, k, }~ , k ),
N(g, u, ,; i, k, }~ , k )=N(g~ , ,; i, k, }~ , k )&N(g, ,; i, k, }~ , k ),
N(g, u, ,; i, k, } , k , h)=N(g~ , ,; i, k, } , k , h)&N(g, ,; i, k, } , k , h).
According to (7.7), (7.8), and (7.9), if u is of the form (6.33) and if the
equalities
_(/)g (:$i } :$jl)=0
hold for all 1lm, we see that
M(g, u, ,; i, k, }~ , k )=0,
(7.12)
N(g, u, ,; i, k, }~ , k )=0, N(g, u, ,; i, k, } , k , h)=0.
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By (6.23), for 1lm, the element hl=:$jl } :$kl of S
2T*x satisfies
hl (t$i , ‘)=hl (tk , ‘)=Trg hl=0, _(/)g hl=0.
The matrices
M(g, ,; i, k, }~ , k ), N(g, ,; i, k, }~ , k ), N(g, ,; i, k, } , k , h)
can be written in the form M(g, ,; i, k, @~ , h ), with m1=1, @~ =( j1), and h =
(h2 , ..., hm), or with m1=0, @~ =(<), and h =(h1 , ..., hm) or h =(h, h2 , ..., hm),
respectively. Thus from Lemma 7.1, we deduce the following:
Lemma 7.2. Let : be a unit vector of Hx and let p+1kn be a given
integer. Let 1ip be an integer and , be an orthogonal transformation of
T"x satisfying :,i =:. Let 1 j1 , ..., jmp and p+1k2 , ..., kmn be
integers different from i and k. Set
}~ =( j1 , ..., jm), } =( j2 , ..., jm), k =(k2 , ..., km).
Let h be an element of S 2Hx satisfying
h(g>(:), ‘)=Trg h=0, _(/)g h=0,
for all vectors ‘ of Tx . If either the matrix N(g, ,; i, k, } , k , h) is invertible,
or if _(/)g (: } :,j1)=0 and the matrix M(g, ,; i, k, }~ , k ) is invertible, then we
have the inclusion
[: } :k , :2&:2k]L*x /Vx .
Lemma 7.3. Let 1ip and p+1k1 , k2n be distinct integers. Let
, be an orthogonal transformation of T"x . Let 1 j1 , ..., jmp and p+1
l1 , ..., lmn be integers different from i, k1 and k2 . Set
}~ =( j1 , ..., jm), l =(l1 , ..., lm).
If the matrix N(g, ,; k1 , k2 , }~ , l ) is invertible, then we have the inclusion
[:$i } :k1 , :$i } :k2]L*x /Vx+:k1 } :k2 L*x .
Proof. By (6.23), the elements
:$i } :$k1 } :$k2 :$jq } :$lq , :$i } (:$
2
k1
&:$2k2):$jq } :$lq
of (S3T*S 2T*)x , with 1qm, belong to g$3, x . If we consider their
images under _2(8)g , we see that our assertion is a consequence of the
formulas (7.6).
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We now suppose that m2. If + is an element of Hx and * is an element
of 2 Hx , we consider the elements E(+) of (T*L*)x and F(*) of
(T*T*L*)x associated to + and * in Section 5, and the elements
Fl (*) of (T*T*L*)x , with l=1, 2, 3, defined by
F1(*)(!, ’)=2F(*)(!, ’)&F(*)(’, !),
F2(*)(!, ’)=F(*)(!, ’)+F(*)(’, !),
F3(*)(!, ’)=F(*)(!, ’)&2F(*)(’, !),
for !, ’ # Tx . If h is an element of S2T*x , we consider the element
(F(*), h) g of L*x . If !, ’ are vectors of Tx , we easily verify that
(F(*), g(!) } g(’))g=F2(*)(!, ’). (7.13)
We set E(+, ,)=,*E(+) and
F(*, ,)=F(*),=,*F(*), Fl (*, ,)=Fl (*),=,*F l (*),
for l=1, 2, 3. If v is an element of (}q T*L*)x , for 1 j1 , ..., jqn, we
consider the element
vj1 } } } jq= :
m
s=1
v sj1 } } } jq ;s=v(tj1 , ..., tjq)
of L*x . In particular, we have
E(+, ,) i=E(+)(t$i), F(*, ,) ij=F(*)(t$i , t$j),
for 1i, jp.
We recall that the element Q g, x of S 2Tx"* L*x , defined by
Q g, x(’1 , ’2 , ?(!))=Q(’1 , ’2 , !),
for ’1 , ’2 # T"x , ! # Kx , satisfies conditions (i) and (ii) of Section 5. If
Trg Q!=0, for all ! # Kx , then the element Q g, x also satisfies the condition
Tr Q g, x=0, with respect to the inner product on T"x induced by g. For
’ # T"x , the subspace
W’=[! # T"x | g(!, ’)=Q‘ (!, ’)=0, for all ‘ # Kx]
of T"x is equal to the subspace V’ corresponding to Q g, x , as defined in
Section 5. For : # Tx"* and ; # 2 Tx"* , we also consider the elements E(:)
of Tx"* L*x and F(;) of Tx"* Tx"* L*x associated to Q g, x in Section 5.
Since Q! belongs to S2Hx , for ! # Kx , we know that E(+) belongs to
Hx L*x and that F(*) belongs to Hx Hx L*x , for + # Hx and
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* # 2 Hx . If \: Hx  Tx"* is the isomorphism sending an element of Hx
into its restriction to T"x , then by (5.27) we have
\E(+, ,)=,*E(\+), \F(*, ,)=,*F(\*). (7.14)
If ’ is a vector of T"x , we consider the subspace
H’=[h # S2Hx | _(/)g h=0, Trg h=h(’, ‘)=0, for all ‘ # Tx]
of S 2Hx ; we see that \H’ is equal to the subspace H’ of S2Tx"* associated
to Q g, x in Section 5. Thus we are able to apply the results of Section 5 to
Q g, x and to replace the elements E(:) and F(;), with : # Tx"* and
; # 2 Tx"* , by E(+) and F(*), respectively, where + # Hx and * # 2 Hx
are the unique elements satisfying \(+)=: and \(*)=;.
Let S1 denote the product of ( n& p2 ) copies of Hx and let S2 denote the
product of n& p copies of 2 Hx . If +=(+ jk)p+1 j<kn is an element of
S1 and *=(*p+1 , ..., *n) is an element of S2 , we set +kj=+jk for p+1 j<
kn, and consider the elements
u+= :
p+1 j<kn
+ jk :j } :k , u*= :
n
k= p+1
#(*k :k)
of (T*S 2T*)x ; we write u+, *=u++u* . If 1ip and p+1 j, kn
are distinct integers and if u=u+, * , then by (7.3) we have
b (,)sijk&b(,)
s
ijk=&3E(+jk , ,)
s
i ,
(7.15)
b (,)sjik&b(,)
s
jik=E(+jk , ,)
s
i ,
for 1sm. Let 1i, jp and p+1kn be distinct integers. By (7.2)
and (7.3), we easily verify that the 2m_2 matrix
M(g, u+, * , ,; i, k, j)=(Pab)
is given by
Ps1=2F3(*k , ,)
s
ij , P
s+m
2 =6F(*k , ,)
s
ij , P
s
2=P
s+m
1 =0, (7.16)
for 1sm, and so we obtain the relation
M(g, tu+, * , ,; i, k, j)=tM(g, u+, * , ,; i, k, j), (7.17)
for t # R. Moreover, if 1ln is an integer distinct from i, j, and k, by
(7.3) we see that the 2m_2 matrix
N(g, u+, * , ,; i, k, j, l )=(Qab)
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is given by
Qs1=Q
s+m
2 =&2F2(*k , ,)
s
jl , Q
s
2=Q
s+m
1 =0 (7.18)
whenever 1lp, and by
Qs1=Q
s+m
2 =E(+kl , ,)
s
j , Q
s+m
1 =&Q
s
2=2F1(* l , ,)
s
ij (7.19)
whenever p+1ln, where 1sm, and thus we have
N(g, tu+, * , ,; i, k, j, l )=tN(g, u+, * , ,; i, k, j, l ), (7.20)
for t # R. On the other hand, if p+1k1 , k2n are distinct integers
different from k, the 2m_2 matrix
N(g, u+, * , ,; k1 , k2 , j, k)=(Rab)
is given by
Rs1=R
s+m
2 =E(+k2k , ,)
s
j , R
s+m
1 =&R
s
2=E(+k1k , ,)
s
j , (7.21)
for 1sm, and we infer that
N(g, tu+, * , ,; k1 , k2 , j, k)=tN(g, u+, * , ,; k1 , k2 , j, k), (7.22)
for t # R. If h is an element of S2Hx satisfying Trg h=0 and _(/)g h=0,
then by (6.38) the 2m_2 matrix
N(g, u+, * , ,; i, k, h)=(U ab)
is given by
U s1=U
s+m
2 =&2(F(*k), h)
s
g , U
s
2=U
s+m
1 =0, (7.23)
for 1sm, and so we obtain the relation
N(g, tu+, * , ,; i, k, h)=tN(g, u+, * , ,; i, k, h), (7.24)
for t # R.
Let 1i, kn be distinct integers, with p+1kn. Let 1 j1 , ..., jm
p and p+1k1 , ..., kmn be integers different from i and k; as above,
we consider the m and (m&1)-tuples (7.11). Let (+, *) be an element of
S1 _S2 . According to (7.20) and (7.22), we have the relation
N(g, tu+, * , ,; i, k, }~ , k )=tN(g, u+, * , ,; i, k, }~ , k ), (7.25)
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and by (7.19) and (7.21) we see that
[(+, *) # S1_S2 | det N(g, u+, * , ,; i, k, }~ , k ){0]
is a Zariski-open subset of S1_S2 . Let h be an element of S2Hx satisfying
Trg h=0 and _(/)g h=0. If 1ip, according to (7.17), (7.20), and
(7.24), we obtain the relations
M(g, tu+, * , ,; i, k, }~ , k )=tM(g, u+, * , ,; i, k, }~ , k ),
(7.26)
N(g, tu+, * , ,; i, k, } , k , h)=tN(g, u+, * , ,; i, k, } , k , h),
for t # R; moreover by (7.16), (7.19), and (7.23) we see that
[(+, *) # S1_S2 | det M(g, u+, * , ,; i, k, }~ , k ){0],
[(+, *) # S1_S2 | det N(g, u+, * , ,; i, k, } , k , h){0]
are Zariski-open subsets of S1 _S2 . We denote by [m2] the integral
part of m2. In the following formulas, we shall identify the element
a;1 7 } } } 7 ;m of m L*x with the real number a. If p+1in, for all
elements + of S1 satisfying +ikq=0 for 1qm, according to (7.21) we
have
det N(g, u+ , ,; i, k, }~ , k )=(&1)[m2] (E(+kk1)
,
j1
7 } } } 7 E(+kkm)
,
jm
)2.
(7.27)
If 1ip and * # S2 , according to (7.16) and (7.19) we verify that
det M(g, u* , ,; i, k, }~ , k )=c(F(*k),ij1 7 F1(*k2)
,
ij2
7 } } } 7 F1(*km)
,
ijm
)
} (F3(*k),ij1 7 F1(*k2)
,
ij2
7 } } } 7 F1(*km)
,
ijm
),
(7.28)
where c=(&1)[m2] 4m3. On the other hand, for * # S2 and for 1ip, by
(7.19) and (7.23) we see that
det N(g, u+, * , ,; i, k, } , k , h)
=c$((F(*k), h) g 7 F1(*k2)
,
ij2
7 } } } 7 F1(*km)
,
ijm
)2, (7.29)
where c$=(&1)[m2] 4m.
If A and B are q_q matrices, then
det(tA+B),
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with t # R, is a polynomial of degree q in t whose leading coefficient is equal
to det A. From this remark and the relations (7.25) and (7.26), if (+, *) #
S1 _S2 and if gt are Riemannian metrics on X satisfying
j1(gt)(x)= j1(g)(x)+=(tu+, *), (7.30)
for t # R, we infer that the determinant
det N(gt , ,; i, k, }~ , k )
and, when 1ip, the determinants
det M(gt , ,; i, k, }~ , k ), det N(gt , ,; i, k, }~ , k , h)
are polynomials of degree 2m in t whose leading coefficients are equal to
det N(gt , u+, * , ,; i, k, }~ , k ),
det M(gt , u+, * , ,; i, k, }~ , k ), det N(gt , u+, * , ,; i, k, }~ , k , h),
respectively.
Proposition 7.1. Suppose that m2 and p3. Let ’ be a unit vector of
T"x which possesses property (A) of Section 5 with respect to the element
Q g, x of S 2Tx"* L*x . Let p+1kn be a given integer. If : is the unit
vector g(’) of Hx , then there exist an element * of S2 , an orthogonal trans-
formation , of T"x satisfying ,(t1)=’ and :,1=:, integers
2 j1 , ..., jmp, p+1k2 , ..., kmn
distinct from k such that the relations (7.10) hold for all 1lm and such
that the matrix M(g, u* , ,; 1, k, }~ , k ) is invertible, where
}~ =( j1 , ..., jm), k =(k2 , ..., km).
Proof. Assume that ’ possesses property (A). Let [t$1 , ..., t$p] be an
orthonormal basis of T"x , with t$1=’, for which [t$2 , ..., t$p0] is a basis for
W’ , where 2p0p. By (7.14), there exist integers 2 j1 , ..., jmp0 and
elements *$1 , ..., *$m of 2 Hx such that the two elements
8$=F(*$1)(t$1 , t$j1) 7 F1(*$2)(t$1 , t$j2) 7 } } } 7 F1(*$m)(t$1 , t$jm),
8"=F3(*$1)(t$1 , t$j1) 7 F1(*$2)(t$1 , t$j2) 7 } } } 7 F1(*$m)(t$1 , t$jm)
of m L*x do not vanish. Let , be the unique orthogonal transformation of
T"x determined by the relations ,(ti)=t$i , for 1ip; then we have
,*:=:1 . Since t$jl belongs to W’ , we know that (7.10) holds for all 1lm.
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Now, since n& pm, we may choose distinct integers p+1k2 , ..., kmn
different from k; we set k =(k2 , ..., km). We then select an element * of S2
satisfying *k=*$1 and *kl=*$l , for 2lm. By (7.28), if we identify the
element a;1 7 } } } 7 ;m of m L*x with the real number a and we set }~ =
( j1 , ..., jm), then we have the equalities
det M(g, ,, u* ; 1, k, }~ , k )
=c(F(*k , ,)1j1 7 F1(*k2 , ,)1j2 7 } } } 7 F1(*km , ,)1jm)
} (F3(*k , ,)1j1 7 F1(*k2 , ,)1j2 7 } } } 7 F1(*km , ,)1jm)
=c8$ } 8",
where c=(&1)[m2] 4m3, and so this determinant is non-zero. Thus the
desired conclusion holds.
Let 0dm be a given integer and, for each 1lm, let 1il , jl ,
kln be distinct integers. Assume that 1ilp and p+1 jl , kln for
1ld, and that 1 jqp and p+1iq , kqn for d+1qm. We set
@~ =(i1 , ..., im), }~ =( j1 , ..., jm), k =(k1 , ..., km)
and we consider the m_m matrix D(g, ,; @~ , }~ , k ), whose qth column is
equal to the m_1 matrix (b(,)siq jqkq), with 1sm. We also consider the
m_m matrix
D(g, u, ,; @~ , }~ , k )=D(g~ , ,; @~ , }~ , k )&D(g, ,; @~ , }~ , k ).
By (7.1), if u is of the form (6.33), then we have
D(g, u, ,; @~ , }~ , k )=0. (7.31)
If (+, *) # S1_S2 , according to (7.15) we obtain the relation
D(g, tu+, * , ,; @~ , }~ , k )=tD(g, u+, * , ,; @~ , }~ , k ), (7.32)
for all t # R, and, if we identify the element a;1 7 } } } 7 ;m of m L*x with
the real number a, we have the equality
det D(g, u+, * , ,; @~ , }~ , k )
=c"E(+j1k1)
,
i1
7 } } } 7 E(+ jd kd)
,
id
7 E(+id+1kd+1)
,
jd+1
7 } } } 7 E(+im km )
,
jm
, (7.33)
where c"=(&1)d 3d; moreover we see that
[(+, *) # S1_S2 | det D(g, u+, * , ,; @~ , }~ , k ){0]
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is a Zariski-open subset of S1 _S2 . From the equality (7.32) and the
remark preceding Proposition 7.1, if gt are Riemannian metrics satisfying
(7.30) for t # R, we infer that
det D(gt , ,; @~ , }~ , k )
is a polynomial of degree m in t whose leading coefficient is equal to
det D(g, u+, * , ,; @~ , }~ , k ).
lemma 7.4. Let 1ip be a given integer. Let , be an orthogonal
transformation of T"x . Let
1 j1 , ..., jmp, p+1k1 , l1 , ..., km , lmn
be integers different from i satisfying kq {lq , for 1qm. Set
}~ =( j1 , ..., jm), k =(k1 , ..., km), l =(l1 , ..., lm).
If the matrix D(g, ,; k , }~ , l ) is invertible, then we have the inclusion
:$2i L*x /Vx+(:$i } T*[t1 , ..., tp]+S
2T*[t1 , ..., tp])L*x .
Proof. For 1qm, according to (6.23) the elements %$ikq :$jq } :$lq of
(S3T*S 2T*)x belong to g$3, x . We consider their images under _2(8)g
and then we see that our assertion follows from formula (7.4).
Lemma 7.5. Let 1i, jp be distinct integers. Let 0d0dm be
given integers; set iq=i for 1qd0 and is= j for d0+1sd. For each
integer 1qm, let p+1kq , lqn be distinct integers, and, for each
integer d+1sm, let 1 jsp be an integer different from i and j. If the
matrix D(g, ,; @~ , }~ , l ) is invertible, where
@~ =(i1 , ..., id , kd+1 , ..., km), }~ =(k1 , ..., kd , jd+1 , ..., jm)
and l =(l1 , ..., lm), then we have the inclusion
:$i } :$j L*x /Vx+(:$2i &:$
2
j )L*x+[:$i , :$j] } T*[t1 , ..., tp] L*x .
Proof. By (6.23), we see that the elements
%$ij :$ka } :$la , %$ji :$kq } :$lq , :$i } :$j } :$ks :$js } :$ls
of (S3T*S 2T*)x belong to g$3, x , with 1ad0 , and d0+1qd and
d+1sm. We consider their images under _2(8)g , and obtain the
desired result using the formulas (7.4) and (7.6).
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Proposition 7.2. Suppose that m2 and p2. Assume that Trg Q!=0,
for all ! # Kx . Suppose that either the following two conditions do not hold;
(i) m= p=2 and n=4 or 5;
(ii) m= p=3 and n=6,
or that the following condition holds:
(iii) m= p=3 and there is an orthonormal basis [’1 , ’2 , ’3] of T"x
such that the spaces W’i are non-zero, for i=1, 2, 3.
Then there exist an element (+, *) of S1_S2 and a non-empty Zariski-open
subset U of R such that, for all elements v of (T*S 2T*)x of the form
(6.33) and all t # U, and for all Riemannian metrics g~ on X satisfying
j1(g~ )(x)= j1(g)(x)+=(tu+, *+v),
the equality
_2(8)g~ (g$3, x)+(S 2T*[t1 , ..., tp] L*x)=(S
2T*L*)x (7.34)
holds.
Proof. At various instances, in the course of this proof, we shall identify
the element a;1 7 } } } 7 ;m of m L*x with the real number a. Let [t$1 , ..., t$p]
be an orthonormal basis of T"x . According to our hypotheses, we may
assume either that p3 and dim Wt$jp&2, for all 1 jp, or that
conditions (i) and (ii) of the proposition do not hold and that this basis
diagonalizes the restriction of the quadratic form Q!1(x) to T"x . In all cases,
we have dim Wt$jp&m, for all 1 jp. Let , be the orthogonal transfor-
mation of T"x satisfying ,(tj)=t$j , for 1 jp; we set :$j= g(t$j). Let
1ip be a given integer. We shall apply various results of Section 5,
with
a1=&b3=2, a2=a3=b2=&b1=1,
to the element A=Q g, x of S2Tx"* L*x , the orthonormal basis [t$1 , ..., t$p]
and the unit vector t$i of T"x . We now proceed to construct a non-empty
Zariski-open subset Vi of S1_S2 . First, suppose that the vector t$i possesses
property (A) of Section 5 with respect to the element Q g, x of S 2Tx"* L*x .
Let p+1kn be an arbitrary integer. Proposition 7.1 gives us an ele-
ment * of S2 , an orthogonal transformation ,$ of T"x satisfying ,$(t1)=t$i
and :,$1 =:$i , and integers
2 j1 , ..., jmp, p+1k2 , ..., kmn
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distinct from k such that the relations
_(/)g (:,$1 } :
,$
jl
)=0 (7.35)
hold for all 1lm and such that the matrix
M(g, u* , ,$; 1, k, }~ , k )
is invertible, where
}~ =( j1 , ..., jm), k =(k2 , ..., km).
Let g~ be a Riemannian metric satisfying g~ (x)= g(x) and u be an element
of (T*S2T*)x . We write
M(g~ ; i, k)=M(g~ , ,$; 1, k, }~ , k ), M(g~ , u; i, k)=M(g~ , u, ,$; 1, k, }~ , k ).
If the matrix M(g~ ; i, k) is invertible, by Lemma 7.2 and (7.35) we obtain
the inclusion
[:$i } :k , :$2i &:
2
k]L*x /_2(8)g~ (g$3, x). (7.36)
If v is an element of (T*S2T*)x of the form (6.33), since the relations
(7.35) hold, by (7.12) we have
M(g~ , v; i, k)=0. (7.37)
We know that the Zariski-open subset
Vik=[(+, *) # S1_S2 | det M(g, u+, * ; i, k){0]
of S1_S2 is non-empty; therefore the subset
Vi= ,
p+1kn
Vik
of S1_S2 is also non-empty. Now suppose that t$i does not possess
property (A). Then if p3, according to Lemma 5.5 applied to Q g, x and
the unit vector t$i of T"x , the dimension of Wt$i is <p&2. Thus according
to our assumptions, the basis [t$1 , ..., t$p] diagonalizes the restriction of the
quadratic form Q!1(x) to T"x and conditions (i) and (ii) of the proposition
do not hold. If p3, it also follows that m3. Hence we know that either
m4, or that m=3 and p4, or that m= p=3 and n7, or that
m= p=2 and n6. If m4 (resp. m=2, 3), according to Lemma 5.10
(resp. Lemmas 5.7 and 5.11), by (7.14) there exist integers 2 j1 , ..., jmp
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and a system [+$1 , ..., +$m] of vectors of Hx , where at most m&2 (resp. at
most 2) of these vectors are distinct, such that the element
E(+$1 , ,) j1 7 } } } 7 E(+$m , ,) jm
of m L*x does not vanish. We set }~ =( j1 , ..., jm). Let p+1k1 , k2n be
given distinct integers. We first suppose that m4, or that m= p=3 and
n7, or that m= p=2 and n6; then we always have n& p4. Thus we
may choose integers p+1l1 , ..., lmn distinct from k1 and k2 with the
following property: the equality lj=lq holds if and only if +$j=+$q , for
1 j, qm. We write l =(l1 , ..., lm) and we select an element +~ of S1
satisfying +~ k2lq=+$q and +~ k1lq=0, for 1qm. We set
N(g~ ; i, k1 , k2)=N(g, ,; k1 , k2 , }~ , l ),
N(g~ , u; i, k1 , k2)=N(g~ , ,, u; k1 , k2 , }~ , l ).
Then if the matrix N(g~ ; i, k1 , k2) is invertible, by Lemma 7.3 we obtain the
inclusion
[:$i } :k1 , :$i } :k2]L*x /_2(8)g~ (g$3, x)+:k1 } :k2 L*x . (7.38)
If v is an element of (T*S2T*)x of the form (6.33), by (7.12) we have
N(g~ , v; i, k1 , k2)=0. (7.39)
According to formula (7.27), we see that
det N(g~ , u+~ ; i, k1 , k2)=(&1)[m2] (E(+$1 , ,) j1 7 } } } 7 E(+$m , ,) jm)
2,
and hence the Zariski-open subset
Vi, k1k2=[(+, *) # S1 _S2 | det N(g, u+, * ; i, k1 , k2){0]
of S1_S2 is non-empty. Therefore the subset
V1i = ,
k1{k2
p+1k1 , k2n
Vi, k1k2
of S1 _S2 is also non-empty. Since n& p4, we may also choose integers
p+1k$1 , l $1 , ..., k$m , l $mn
such that k$q {l $q and such that the unordered pairs (k$q , l $q) are all distinct,
for 1qm. We set
k $=(k$1 , ..., k$m), l $=(l $1 , ..., l $m)
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and we select an element +~ $ of S1 satisfying +~ $k$q l $q=+$q , for 1qm. We
write
N(g~ ; i)=D(g, ,; k $, }~ , l $), N(g~ , u; i)=D(g~ , ,, u; k $, }~ , l $).
If the matrix N(g~ ; i){0 is invertible, by Lemma 7.4 we obtain the
inclusion
:$2i L*x /_2(8)g~ (g$3, x)+(:$i } T*[t1 , ..., tp]+S
2T*[t1 , ..., tp])L*x . (7.40)
If v is an element of (T*S2T*)x of the form (6.33), by (7.31) we have
N(g~ , v; i)=0. (7.41)
According to formula (7.33) with d=0, we see that
det N(g~ , u+~ $ ; i)=E(+$1 , ,) j1 7 } } } 7 E(+$m , ,) jm ,
and hence the Zariski-open subset
V2i =[(+, *) # S1_S2 | det N(g, u+, * ; i){0]
of S1 _S2 is non-empty. Therefore the subset Vi=V1i & V
2
i of S1 _S2 is
also non-empty. Finally, we suppose that m=3 and p4; we know that
Wt$i is non-zero. Let p+1kn be a given integer; choose distinct
integers p+1k2 , k3n different from k. We apply Lemmas 5.13 and
5.15 to Q g, x , the orthonormal basis [t$1 , ..., t$p] and the unit vector ’=t$i
of T"x . By (7.14), there exist a vector ! of W’ , vectors *$1 , *$2 , *$ of 2 Hx
and an element h of H’ such that the element
(F(*$), h) g 7 F1(*$1)(’, !) 7 F1(*$2)(’, !)
of 3 L*x does not vanish. Indeed, when p5, according to Lemma 5.13
and (7.13), the element h of H’ can be written in the form :$j } g(‘), where
1 jp is an integer different from i and ‘ is a vector of Wt$j orthogonal
to ’; in this case, we have (F(*$), h) g=F2(*$)(t$j , ‘). We choose an
orthogonal transformation ,$ of T"x satisfying ,$(t1)=t$i , ,$(t2)=!, :,$1 =:$i ,
and :,$2 = g
(!). Since ! belongs to W’ , we see that
_(/)g (:,$1 } :
,$
2 )=_(/)g (:$i } g
(!))=0.
We write
M(g~ ; i, k)=M(g~ , ,$; 1, k, @ , k , h),
M(g~ , u; i, k)=M(g~ , u, ,$; 1, k, @ , k , h),
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where @ =(2, 2) and k =(k2 , k3). If the matrix M(g~ ; i, k) is invertible, by
Lemma 7.2 we have the inclusion (7.36). If v is an element of (T*S 2T*)x
of the form (6.33), by (7.12) we see that the relation (7.37) holds. We
choose an element * of S2 satisfying * k2=*$1 , * k3=*$2 , and * k=*$. Accord-
ing to formula (7.29), we see that
det M(g~ , u* ; i, k)=&64((F(*$), h) g 7 F1(*$1)(’, !) 7 F1(*$2)(’, !))2,
and hence the Zariski-open subset
Vik=[(+, *) # S1_S2 | det N(g, u+, * ; i, k){0]
of S1_S2 is non-empty. Therefore the subset
Vi= ,
p+1kn
Vik
of S1_S2 is also non-empty. We no longer make any assumption on the
vector t$i . Now, let 1 jp be an integer different from i. We proceed to
construct a non-empty Zariski-open subset Wij of S1_S2 . According to
Lemmas 5.7 and 5.9 applied to Q g, x and the basis [t$1 , ..., t$p] of T"x , there
are integers 1i1 , ..., imp and elements +"1 , ..., +"m of Hx , which satisfy
+"1=+"2 when m=2, such that the element
E(+"1 , ,) i1 7 } } } 7 E(+"m , ,) im
of m L*x does not vanish. Without loss of generality, we may suppose that
ia=i for 1ad0 , that iq= j for d0+1qd, and that is is different
from i and j for d+1sm. When m=2, we choose two distinct integers
p+1k, ln, and we set k1=k2=k and l1=l2=l. When m3, we
choose integers
p+1k1 , ..., km , l1 , ..., lmn
such that kq {lq and such that the unordered pairs (kq , lq) are all distinct,
for 1qm. We consider the m_m matrices
D(g~ ; i, j)=D(g~ , ,; @~ , k , l ), D(g, u; i, j)=D(g, u, ,; @~ , k , l ),
where
@~ =(i1 , ..., id , kd+1 , ..., km), }~ =(k1 , ..., kd , id+1 , ..., im)
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and l =(l1 , ..., lm). If the matrix D(g~ ; i, j) is invertible, by Lemma 7.5 we
obtain the inclusion
:$i } :$j L*x /_2(8)g~ (g$3, x)+(:$2i &:$
2
j )L*x+[:$i , :$j] } T*[t1 , ..., tp] L*x .
(7.42)
If v is an element of (T*S2T*)x of the form (6.33), by (7.31) we have
D(g, v; i, j)=0. (7.43)
When m=2, we choose an element +~ of S1 satisfying +~ kl=+"1=+"2 . If
m3, we choose an element +~ of S1 satisfying +~ kqlq=+"q , for 1qm.
According to (7.33), we see that
det D(g, u+~ ; i, j)=(&1)d 3dE(+$1 , ,) i1 7 } } } 7 E(+$m , ,)im ,
and hence that the subset
Wij=[(+, *) # S1_S2 | det N(g, u+, * ; i, j){0]
of S1_S2 is non-empty. Therefore the subsets
V= ,
1ip
Vi , W= ,
i{j
1i, jp
Wij
of S1_S2 are non-empty, and hence so is the subset V & W. Thus we may
choose an element (+, *) of V & W. Let v be an arbitrary element of
(T*S 2T*)x of the form (6.33). For t # R, let gt , g~ t be Riemannian
metrics on X satisfying
j1(gt)(x)= j1(g)(x)+=(tu+, *), j1(g~ t)(x)= j1(g)(x)+=(tu+, *+v).
By the remark preceding Lemma 7.4 and by (7.32) and (7.43), for all
distinct integers 1i, jp we know that the function
Pij (t)=det D(gt ; i, j)=det D(g~ t ; i, j)
is a polynomial in t of degree m, whose leading coefficient is equal to
det D(g, u+, * ; i, j).
Since (+, *) belongs to V & W, this coefficient is non-zero, and hence the
polynomial Pij is non-zero and
Uij=[t # R | Pij (t){0]
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is a non-empty Zariski-open subset of R. For all integers 1ip and
p+1k, k1 , k2n, with k1 {k2 , by the remarks preceding Proposi-
tion 7.1 and Lemma 7.4, according to (7.25), (7.26), (7.37), (7.39), and
(7.41), when t$i satisfies condition (A) or when m=3 and p4, the function
Pik(t)=det M(gt ; i, k)=det M(g~ t ; i, k)
is a polynomial in t of degree 2m, whose leading coefficient is equal to
det M(g, u+, * ; i, k),
while, in all the other cases, the functions
Pi, k1 k2 (t)=det N(gt ; i, k1 , k2)=det N(g~ t ; i, k1 , k2),
Pi (t)=det N(gt ; i)=det N(g~ t ; i)
are polynomials in t of degree 2m and m, whose leading coefficients are the
real numbers
det N(g, u+, * ; i, k1 , k2), det N(g, u+, * ; i), (7.44)
respectively. Therefore, since (+, *) belongs to V & W, in the first cases, the
coefficient det M(g, u+, * ; i, k) is non-zero, and hence the polynomial Pik is
non-zero; thus
Ui=[t # R | Pik(t){0, for all p+1kn]
is a non-empty Zariski-open subset of R. In the other cases, the coefficients
(7.44) do not vanish and the polynomials Pi, k1 k2 and Pi are non-zero; hence
Ui=[t # R | Pi, k1k2(t){0, Pi (t){0 for all p+1k1<k2n]
is a non-empty Zariski-open subset of R. We then consider the non-empty
Zariski-open subsets
U1= ,
1ip
Ui , U
2= ,
i{ j
1i, jp
Uij
and U=U1 & U2 of R. The inclusions (7.36), (7.38), and (7.40) now imply
that
_2(8)g~ t (g$3, x)+(S
2T*[t1 , ..., tp] L*x)=(S
2T*L*)x ,
for all t # U.
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Since ut+, t*=tu+, * , for t # R and (+, *) # S1 _S2 , we see that, under the
assumptions of Proposition 7.2, this proposition gives us an element (+, *)
of S1_S2 with the following property: for any Riemannian metric g~ on X
and any element v of (T*S2T*)x of the form (6.33) satisfying
j1(g~ )(x)= j1(g)(x)+=(u+, *+v),
the equality (7.34) holds.
For the remainder of this section, we shall assume that m=1 and that
the basis [t1 , ..., tp] diagonalizes the restriction of the quadratic form Q!1(x)
to T"x . Then we have _(/)g (:i } :j)=0, for 1i< jn. We write ;=;1
and bijk=b1ijk , for 1i, j, kn.
Lemma 7.6. Suppose that m=1. Let 1i1 , i2 , j, kn be distinct
integers. If either bi1 jk {0 or bi2 jk {0, then :i1 } : i2 ; and (:
2
i1
&:2i2);
belong to Vx .
Proof. The elements %i1 i2 :j } :k and %i2 i1 : j } :k belong to g$3, x . We
compare the expressions for their images under _2(8)g given by formula
(7.4) to obtain the desired result.
Lemma 7.7. Assume that m=1 and p3. If
(i) bi1p {0, for 2i<p,
(ii) b1pn {0, bp1n {0,
(iii) bnp2 {0,
(iv) b12n {0, bn12 {0,
then we have
Vx+(S2T*[t1 , ..., tp] L*x)=(S
2T*L*)x .
Proof. According to Lemma 7.6, we see that (i) implies that :i } :j ;
and (:2i &:
2
n); belong to Vx , for all 2i<p and 2 jn, with j{i, p.
From the relation bn12 {0, it follows that (:2p&:
2
n); and :p } :n ; are
elements of Vx . On the other hand, we infer from the inequality b12n {0
that (:21&:
2
p); and :1 } :j ; belong to Vx , for 3 j<n, and from the
inequality b1pn {0 that :1 } :2 ; is an element of Vx . Finally, since
bp1n {0, we see that :p } :j ; # Vx , for all 2 jn&1, with j{ p, and,
from condition (iii), we deduce that :1 } :n ; # Vx .
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Lemma 7.8. Assume that m=1 and p=2. If
(i) b12n {0, b21n {0,
(ii) b12n {b21n ,
(iii) det M(g; 1, n, 2){0, det M(g; 2, n, 1){0,
then we have
Vx+(S2T*[t1 , ..., tp] L*x)=(S
2T*L*)x .
Proof. By Lemma 7.6, condition (i) implies that :1 } :i ; and :2 } :i ;
are elements of Vx for 3in&1. Condition (iii) and Lemma 7.2 tell us
that
:1 } :n ;, :2 } :n ;, (:21&:
2
n);, (:
2
2&:
2
n);
belong to Vx . We then consider the expression for the image of the element
w12n of g$3, x given by (7.5), with , equal to the identity mapping of T"x .
From condition (ii), we deduce that :1 } :2 ; is an element of
Vx+(:21&:
2
2)L*x .
8. CONSTRUCTION OF STRONGLY PROLONGABLE JETS
In this section, we suppose that K is integrable and that m1. Let x be
a point of X and let g be a Riemannian metric on X. We denote by T"x the
orthogonal complement of K"x in Tx ; we write p=n&dim K"x=dim T"x .
For ’ # Tx , we set
W’=[! # T"x | g(!, ’)=Q‘ (!, ’)=0, for all ‘ # Kx].
We assume that Trg Q!=0, for all ! # Kx . Suppose that either the follow-
ing two conditions do not hold:
(i) m= p=2 and n=4 or 5;
(ii) m= p=3 and n=6,
or that the following condition holds:
(iii) m= p=3 and there is an orthonormal basis [’1 , ’2 , ’3] of T"x
such that the spaces W’i are non-zero, for i=1, 2, 3.
As in Section 6, without loss of generality we may suppose that X is Rn
with a system of linear coordinates (x1, ..., xn) which satisfy the conditions
of Section 6 relative to K and K$, and we may also assume that (6.3) holds.
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We consider the objects associated to R and x in Sections 6 and 7; these
include the complement T $ of K and the connection { determined by the
coordinate system (x1, ..., xn). We shall use the notations introduced there.
Throughout this section, the morphisms  and 8 and the subset N$k of
Jk(S 2+T*) are the ones corresponding to this sub-bundle T $ and this
connection {. Let [!1 , ..., !m] be a system of linearly independent sections
of K over X, where each !j is a linear combination (with real coefficients)
of r+1 , ..., n , such that [?(!1), ..., ?(!m)] is a frame for L over X. Let
[;1 , ..., ;m] be the basis of L*x dual to the basis [?(!1)(x), ..., ?(!m)(x)]
of Lx .
By performing a linear change of the coordinates (x1, ..., xr), without loss
of generality we may further suppose that [tp+1 , ..., tr] is a basis for
T $x & K"x . The subspace T"x of Tx is generated by the vectors [t1 , ..., tp].
Then performing a linear change of the coordinates (xr+1, ..., xn) and
replacing the metric g if necessary, according to Lemma 6.4 we may also
assume that g satisfies conditions (i) and (ii) of Lemma 6.2. Indeed, any
new metric given by Lemma 6.4 will verify the previous assumptions on g.
Proposition 8.1. Suppose that m2 and p2. Assume that Trg Q!=0,
for all ! # Kx , and that g satisfies conditions (i) and (ii) of Lemma 6.2.
Suppose that either conditions (i) and (ii) do not hold or that condition (iii)
holds. Then there exists a Riemannian metric g~ on X, satisfying conditions (i)
and (ii) of Lemma 6.2 and
g~ (x)= g(x), j1(g~ )(x) # N$1 ,
for which the sequences (6.4) are exact at x for all k0.
Proof. According to Proposition 7.2, there exists an element (+, *) of
S1 _S2 such that, for any Riemannian metric g~ on X and any element w
of (T*S2T*)x of the form (6.33) related by
j1(g~ )(x)= j1(g)(x)+=(u+, *+w),
the equality (7.34) holds. The element u+, * of (T*S 2T*)x is of the form
(6.40) and so, according to Lemma 6.2, a Riemannian metric g$ on X,
whose 1-jet at x is equal to
j1(g$)(x)= j1(g)(x)+=u+, * ,
also satisfies conditions (i) and (ii) of Lemma 6.2. Then by Proposi-
tion 6.7(iii), there exists an element v of (T*S2T*)x of the form (6.33)
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such that j1(g$)(x)+=v belongs to N$1 . By Lemma 6.2, a Riemannian metric
g~ on X, whose 1-jet at x is equal to
j1(g~ )(x)= j1(g)(x)+=(u+, *+v),
also satisfies conditions (i) and (ii) of Lemma 6.2. Since the equality (7.34)
and condition (ii) of Lemma 6.2 hold for g~ , it follows that g~ satisfies condi-
tions (i) and (ii) of Proposition 6.3; the exactness of all the sequences (6.4)
at x corresponding to the metric g~ is a consequence of Proposition 6.3.
We now suppose that m=1 and p2 and proceed to show that the
analogue of Proposition 8.1 holds in this case. Let [t$1 , ..., t$p] be an
orthonormal basis for the orthogonal complement T"x of K"x in Tx for
which the p_p matrix
(Q!1(t$i , t$j))1i, jp
is diagonal. By performing a linear change of the coordinates (x1, ..., x p)
if necessary, we may assume without loss of generality that ti=t$i , for
1ip; thus we have
Q!1(ti , t j)=qi $ ij , (8.1)
with qi # R, for 1i, jp. We write
;=;1 , b ijk=b1ijk , %$(u)ijk=2%(u)
1
ijk ,
for u # (T*S 2T*)x and 1i, j, kn. Let U be the subspace of
(T*S 2T*)x consisting of those elements u of (T*S2T*)x satisfying uijj
=ujji=0, for all 1i, jn.
Let u be an element of (T*S 2T*)x and let g~ be a Riemannian metric
on X satisfying (6.32); we write
b sijk=(_(8)g~ (:i :j } :k))s ,
for 1i, j, kn. If u belongs to U, by (8.1), (2.14), and (4.1), we see that
u satisfies (6.16). Hence by Proposition 6.7(ii), condition (i) of Lemma 6.2
holds for g~ and we have |(g~ )(x)=|(g)(x). By (6.25), we know that the
restriction of _(8)g~ to T*[t1 , ..., tp] S
2T*[t1 , ..., tp] is equal to the restriction of
_(8)g . Since the element |(g~ )(x) of (K*L*)x is of maximal rank, by
Lemma 6.1 condition (ii) of Lemma 6.2 is also true for g~ .
If u is of the form (6.33), according to (8.1) and (6.34) the equality
b sijk=b
s
ijk (8.2)
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holds whenever 1i, j, kn are distinct integers; moreover if 1i, jp
are distinct integers and p+1kn, by (7.7) we see that
M(g, u; i, k, j)=0. (8.3)
Let 1i, j, kn be distinct integers; assume that at least one of these
integers is p. Consider the element
v=A:k :i } : j+B:j :i } :k+C:i :j } :k
of U, where A, B, C # R; then we have
%$(v)ijk=(qi&qj+qk) A+(qi+q j&qk) B&(3qi+qj+qk) C.
Since our assumption implies that q2i +q
2
j +q
2
k {0, if y is a given real
number, we can choose the coefficients A, B, C # R in such a way that
%$(v)ijk { y.
We first consider the case when p3. By the preceding remark, we see
that there exists an element u of U such that
%$(u) i1p {&bi1p , %$(u)1pn {&b1pn , %$(u)p1n {&bp1n ,
%$(u)np2 {&bnp2 , %$(u)12n {&b12n , %$(u)n12 {&bn12 ,
for 2i<p. By (6.37), a Riemannian metric g$ on X, whose 1-jet at x is
equal to
j1(g$)(x)= j1(g)(x)+=u, (8.4)
satisfies both the hypotheses of Lemma 7.7 and the conditions (i) and (ii)
of Lemma 6.2.
Next, we suppose that p=2. We know that q2=&q1 and that q1 {0.
We consider the element
v=
1
2q1
(A:1 :2 } :n+B:2 :1 } :n)
of U, where A, B # R. Then by (6.9), we have
%$(v)12n=&A, %$(v)21n=B, %$(v)n12=A&B. (8.5)
By (6.37), (6.39), and (8.5), we easily verify that
M(g, v; 1, n, 2)=\&B0
0
&2A+B+ , M(g, v; 2, n, 1)=\
A
0
0
2B&A+ .
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If gt are Riemannian metrics on X satisfying
j1(gt)(x)= j1(g)(x)+=(tv)
for t # R, according to the remarks preceding Proposition 7.1, we see that
the determinants
P1(t)=det M(gt ; 1, n, 2), P2(t)=det M(gt ; 2, n, 1)
are polynomials in t of degree 2 whose leading coefficients are equal to
B(2A&B) and A(2B&A), respectively. We choose non-zero real numbers
A, B satisfying A+B{0, 2A&B{0 and 2B&A{0 and consider the
corresponding element v of U. Then we have
%$(v)12n {0, %$(v)21n {0, %$(v)12n&%$(v)21n {0
and P1 and P2 are non-zero polynomials. Hence we are able to choose a
real number t0 such that, if u is the element t0v of U, the inequalities
%$(u)12n {&b12n , %$(u)21n {&b21n , %$(u)12n&%$(u)21n {b21n&b12n
P1(t0){0, P2(t0){0
hold. Then by (6.37) and by our choice of t0 , it is easily seen that the
metric g$= gt0 satisfies both the hypotheses of Lemma 7.8 and conditions
(i) and (ii) of Lemma 6.2.
When p2, we now consider the Riemannian metric g$ on X satisfying
conditions (i) and (ii) of Lemma 6.2 whose 1-jet at x is given by (8.4),
where u is the element of (T*S2T*)x constructed above. Then by
Proposition 6.7(iii), there exists an element v of (T*S 2T*)x of the form
(6.33) such that j1(g$)(x)+=v belongs to N$1 . By Lemma 6.2, a Riemannian
metric g~ on X, whose 1-jet at x is equal to
j1(g~ )(x)= j1(g)(x)+=(u+v),
also satisfies conditions (i) and (ii) of Lemma 6.2. When p3 (resp. p=2),
by (8.2) and (8.3) the Riemannian metric g~ also satisfies the hypotheses of
Lemma 7.7 (resp. Lemma 7.8) and hence the equality (7.34) holds. Since
condition (ii) of Lemma 6.2 holds for g~ , it follows that g~ satisfies conditions
(i) and (ii) of Proposition 6.3; the exactness of all the sequences (6.4) at x
corresponding to the metric g~ is a consequence of Proposition 6.3. We have
therefore proved the following result:
Proposition 8.2. Suppose that m=1. Assume that Trg Q!=0, for all
! # Kx , and that g satisfies conditions (i) and (ii) of Lemma 6.4. When p3
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(resp. p=2), there exists a Riemannian metric g~ on X, satisfying conditions
(i) and (ii) of Lemma 6.4 and
g~ (x)= g(x), j1(g~ )(x) # N$1 ,
for which the hypotheses of Lemma 7.7 (resp. Lemma 7.8) hold and for which
the sequences (6.4) are exact at x for all k0.
From Propositions 8.1, 8.2, and 6.5, we obtain the following two
propositions:
Proposition 8.3. Assume that K is integrable and that L is a vector
bundle of rank 1. Suppose that there exists a Riemannian metric g on X
such that Trg Q!=0, for all ! # Kx . Suppose that either conditions (i) and
(ii) do not hold or that condition (iii) holds. Then there exists a Riemannian
metric g~ on X satisfying j1(g~ )(x) # N$1 for which the sequences (6.4) are
exact at x for all k0. The element q= j1(g~ )(x) of N$1, x has the following
property: for all q$ # N$k, x , with k1, satisfying ?1q$=q, there exists q" #
N$k+1, x such that ?kq"=q$.
Proposition 8.4. Assume that K is integrable and that L is a vector
bundle of rank 1. Suppose that there exists a Riemannian metric g on X
such that Trg Q!=0, for all ! # Kx . Suppose that either conditions (i) and
(ii) do not hold or that condition (iii) holds. Then there exists a Riemannian
metric g~ on X such that j2(g~ )(x) is an element of N$2, x which is strongly
prolongable ( for 9 and s$).
From Proposition 8.4, using Malgrange’s strong prolongability theorem
(see [8]), we obtain the following result:
Theorem 8.1. Assume that X is a real-analytic manifold of dimension
n3 and that R is a real-analytic symmetric 2-form on X. Suppose that R
has constant rank, that K is integrable, and that L is a vector bundle of rank
1. Let x # X and suppose that there exists a Riemannian metric g on X
such that Trg Q!=0, for all ! # Kx . Suppose that either conditions (i) and
(ii) do not hold or that condition (iii) holds. Then there exists a real-analytic
Riemannian metric g~ on a neighborhood of x such that
Ric(g~ )=R.
9. EXISTENCE RESULTS
Let R be a section of S2T* over X. We suppose that the morphism R
has constant rank and that its kernel K is integrable. We also assume that
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the mapping @: K  S2T*, sending ! # K into Q! , has constant rank. If K$
is the kernel of @, we consider the vector bundle L=KK$, whose rank we
denote by m.
Let x be a point of X. We know that the subspace
K"x=[! # Tx | Q‘ (!, ’)=0, for all ’ # Tx , ‘ # Kx]
of Tx contains Kx . We write &=dim K"x and p=n&&; so we have &m.
Let g be a Riemannian metric on X. We denote by T"x the orthogonal
complement of K"x in Tx and, for ’ # Tx , we set
W’=[! # T"x | g(!, ’)=Q‘ (!, ’)=0, for all ‘ # Kx].
We assume that Trg Q!=0, for all ! # Kx . We suppose moreover that
either conditions (i) and (ii) of Section 8 do not hold or that condition (iii)
of Section 8 holds. We may rephrase these conditions as follows:
(i) we have m=2 and n=4, or m=2, n=5 and &=3;
(ii) we have m=3 and n=6;
(iii) we have m=3 and n=6 and there exists an orthonormal basis
[’1 , ’2 , ’3] of T"x satisfying dim W’ip&2, for all i=1, 2, 3.
From Theorems 6.1 and 8.1, we obtain the following result:
Theorem 9.1. Assume that X is a real-analytic manifold of dimension
n3 and that R is a real-analytic symmetric 2-form on X. Suppose that R
has constant rank, that K is integrable, and that L is a vector bundle. Let
x # X and suppose that there exists a Riemannian metric g on X such that
Trg Q!=0, for all ! # Kx . Suppose that either conditions (i) and (ii) do not
hold or that condition (iii) holds. Then there exists a real-analytic Riemannian
metric g~ on a neighborhood of x such that
Ric(g~ )=R.
By Lemma 2.3 or Lemma 4.1, from the preceding theorem we obtain:
Theorem 9.2. Assume that X is a real-analytic manifold of dimension
n3 and that R is a real-analytic symmetric 2-form on X. Suppose that R
has constant rank, that K is integrable, and that L is a vector bundle of
rank 1. Let x # X and ! # Kx . If Q! is not semi-definite, then there exists a
real-analytic Riemannian metric g on a neighborhood of x such that
Ric(g)=R.
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We remark that if R has corank 1, then K is integrable. Thus from
Theorem 9.2, we deduce the important special case:
Theorem 9.3. Assume that X is a real-analytic manifold of dimension
n3 and that R is a real-analytic symmetric 2-form on X. Suppose that R
has corank 1. Let x # X and ! # Kx . If Q! is not semi-definite, then there
exists a real-analytic Riemannian metric g on a neighborhood of x such that
Ric(g)=R.
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